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Foreword
This colloquium is a follow-up of the First International Colloquium on Nonlinear Dynamics of Deep Drilling Systems, which has been held in 2009 in Liège,
Belgium. The scope of the colloquium is broadened to also include the topic
of the automatic control of drilling systems, in recognition of the fact that the
increasing demands on performance, efficiency, safety and reliability of drilling
operations can only be met by automating the drilling process. Indeed, the control of these complex systems, undergoing self-excited vibrations while drilling
under continuously changing geological conditions, is beyond the capabilities of
human operators. Nonetheless, the two themes of this colloquium, ‘nonlinear
dynamics’ and ‘control’ of drilling systems, are complementary, as the needed
advancements related to these themes will support both the improved design of
drilling systems and the development of robust control design strategies.
Further advancement of this field, needed to match these increasing demands
in drilling practice, requires synergetic efforts from different research communities, namely those of dynamical systems and nonlinear structural vibrations,
geomechanics, drilling technology and control theory. Moreover, it will require
intensive collaboration between academia and industry. The participants in this
colloquium collectively represent these different communities. We hope that this
colloquium will stimulate a dynamic exchange of ideas between participants, who
have diverse backgrounds but are all interested in the scientific challenges brought
up by this important engineering application. We hope also that this meeting
will serve as a springboard for setting up novel cooperative initiatives that are
needed to tackle the grand future challenges faced by the drilling industry.
Nathan van de Wouw and Emmanuel Detournay
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Introduction

Dynamic effects such as uncontrolled vibrations are harmful to the drilling process as they may cause premature wear and damage of drilling equipment, which
eventually results in expensive failures. These include bit-bounce, stick-slip, forward and backward whirl, together with direct and parametric coupling between
axial, torsional and lateral vibrations. Drill-collars and drill-pipes are subject to
the most damaging vibrations; the bottom assembly (BHA) not only influences
critically the dynamic responses of the entire drill-string, but it is also the location of most failures [1].
Controlling drill-string vibrations requires a good understanding of the BHA
dynamics and its interactions with the drill-string. The drill-string vibrations
can be self-excited and [or] induced by nonlinear dynamic interactions between
drill-bit and drilled formation, and [or] between drill-string and borehole which
are often characterized by erratic patterns and behaviour. Uncontrolled vibrations can decrease the rate of penetration (ROP), and consequently increase the
well cost. Furthermore, excessive oscillations can interfere with measurement
while drilling (MWD) tools or even cause their damage. They can also cause a
significant waste of drilling energy. Vibrations often induce well-bore instabilities
that can worsen the condition of the well and reduce the directional control. In
the last decade, the dynamics of drilling has been studied numerically and experimentally but in most researches local problems, for example, torsional vibrations
[2] or stick-slip and whirling [3] have been focussed. Furthermore,mechanism of
most experimental rigs which are addressed in literatures, are not based on real
drilling, for example, Mihajlovic et al. [2] and Y A Khulief et al. [3], where brake
systems were used.
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Experimental setup

Figure 1: Schematic of Drilling rig.
In this regard, an experimental drilling rig has been designed and built in
order to provide a fuller understanding and ultimately suppression of stick-slip
oscillations, drill-bit bouncing and whirling. As it is shown in Fig. 1, motor is
connected to the drill pipe and rotary force transmits to the bit through drill
pipe, BHA and bit holder. Angular velocity of motor is adjustable and it is
observed by an encoder on top of the drill pipe. Also angular velocity of bit
is measured by another encoder connected to the BHA. Horizontal and vertical
forces and torque coming from bit to the rock are detected by a load cell under
2

the rock. Rate of penetration of the bit into the rock is observed by a linear
variable differential transformer (LVDT) linked to the BHA. Velocity of drilling,
type of drill pipe, weight-on-bit and type of bit and rock are changeable and
consequently, in addition of main purpose, this will allow to the identification of
minor failures, dynamic characteristics of drill-pipes and BHA, rock models and
drilling conditions.

References
[1] Spanos P.D., Chevallier A.M., Politis N.P., Payne M.L. Oil and gas well drilling: A
vibrations perspective. The Shock and vibration digest 2003; 35(2): 81-89.
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systems, measurement, and control 2004; 126(4): 709.
[3] Khulief Y.A., Al-Sulaiman F.A. Laboratory investigation of drillstring vibrations.
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Experiments on velocity weakening effect during drilling

Yevhen Kovalyshen, Luiz Franca, and Thomas Richard
Drilling Mechanics Group, CSIRO Earth Science and Resource Engineering, Australia
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Introduction

Field data and laboratory drilling experiments often exhibit a monotonic decrease of the mean torque-on-bit with
the imposed angular velocity under constant weight-on-bit [1, 2]. Hence, the
torque-on-bit has been frequently modeled as a sum of Stribeck and Coulomb
friction [3, 4].
A rate effect that
can explain the velocity weakening phenomenon was observed in different limestones by authors of [5] who carried out a
series of single cutter experiments under
kinematic control. At the same time according to the model proposed in [6], the
variation of the torque-on-bit with the
angular velocity or the velocity weakening effect can be attributed to the axial
dynamic of the drilling assembly, namely
to the self-exited axial vibrations.
This particular work is dedicated to
experimental investigation of the nature of the velocity weakening effect in
Tuffeau limestone (UCS ∼ 10 MPa).
Figure 1 illustrates ASPEN, a state of
the art small scale drilling rig used in
this investigation.

actuator!
with motor

mobile frame

dead load
spring

LVDT
shaft
accelerometer
load cell
bit
rock sample

Figure 1: ASPEN.

The authors would like to acknowledge Gregor Lupton for design of the experimental setup,
and Stephen Banks and Luis Mariano for technical support.
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ASPEN

ASPEN is a kinematically controlled drilling rig composed of the four parts: (i)
upper assembly, (ii) mobile frame, (iii) bit assembly, and (iv) core drive mechanism. The upper assembly is composed by a geared brushless servomotor and a
linear actuator mounted on top of the frame. Designed to perform tests under
kinematic control the upper assembly can move the mobile frame precisely in a
prescribed manner. The bit assembly includes bit, load cell measuring weightand torque-on-bit, accelerometer, and shaft. The bit assembly is attached to the
mobile frame through an adjustable leaf spring. The stiffness of the spring can
be varied over a wide range. The mass of the vibrating part, which includes the
shaft with the bit, can be adjusted using the dead load. The relative position
of the shaft with respect to the mobile frame is measured by an LVDT. Located
at the bottom part of the frame, the core drive mechanism consist of a geared
brushless servomotor and a core holder. Different from conventional drilling rig,
the core drive mechanism drives the rock sample at a controlled angular velocity.
Any rotary speeds in the range 10-400 RPM can be imposed. To remove cutting,
high pressure air is used.

3

Experimental procedure

All the experiments were conducted at atmospheric pressure with a sharp four bladed 49
mm diameter bit (see Figure 2). The experiments were carried out with the “stiff” setup, in
which the bit assembly was rigidly connected to
the mobile frame (the leaf spring was blocked).
Cylindrical rock samples (115mm in diameter
and 220 mm hight) were prepared from large
blocks of Tuffeau (250x250x500 mm).
Two types of tests were conduct; (i) test under constant depth-of-cut, and (ii) test under
constant rotary speed. At the beginning of each
Figure 2: bit.
test we predrill a hole such that the whole body
of the bit is in the rock. In the tests under constant rotary speed, the depthof-cut was changed in steps, staying constant at each step for 10 full revolutions
of the rock sample. In tests under constant depth of cut the rotary speed was
changed either step-wise or continuously. In the case of step tests the rotary
speed was kept constant for full 10 revolutions of the rock sample. In the case
of continuous variation of the rotary speed, it was changed exponentially. The
6

reason is that here we try to follow the philosophy of step test in a sense that we
want to keep each rotary speed for a fixed amount of the rock sample revolutions.
In the case of continuous variation this means ∆Ω ∼ ∆φ or dΩ/dt ∼ dφ/dt = Ω,
where φ is the angular position of the rock sample, Ω is the rotary speed, and t
is time.

4

Background

According to the phenomenological model [7] the force acting on a single sharp
cutter is given by
fs = wδ,

fn = ζfs ,

(1)

where δ is the depth-of-cut, w is the cutter width,  is the intrinsic specific
energy, and ζ is a number, which characterises the cutting force inclination (see
Fig. 3). In general, the intrinsic specific energy  depends on rock and on the
cutter geometry [7].
To calculate weight W and torque T acting
on our bit (see Fig. 2) we (i) subdivide each
blade into elementary cutters, (ii) apply (1) to
each elementary cutter, assuming that there is
no velocity dependency, (iii) integrate forces and
torques over each blade, and (iv) sum forces and
torques acting on each blade. The result reads
1
T = a2 d,
2

W = ζad,

(2)

Figure 3: single cutter.

where a is the radius of the bit and d is bit penetration per one rotation of the
rock. We refer to d as the depth-of-cut.
The drilling response can also be analysed using the drilling strength S and
specific energy E defined by [7]
S=

W
,
ad

E=

2T
.
a2 d

(3)

Note that in an ideal case E =  and S = ζE.
The velocity weakening effect is inherent to tests under weight-on-bit control.
In order to investigate this effect in tests under kinematic control, we recall that
T ∼ W E/S. Thus if the weight-on-bit is constant then T ∼ E/S.
7
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Experimental data

Figure 4 shows dependence of drilling strength S and specific energy E on the
rotary speed Ω. Note that the data presents some dispersion, which can be attributed to inhomogeneity of rock samples (in fact, we observed quite significant
differences in rock properties for different rock blocks). In spite of rock inhomogeneity we can clearly observe that the drilling strength S and specific energy E
increase with rotary speed Ω. Figure 5 shows the same drilling results as those
of Figure 4 but now in the S/E − Ω and E/S − Ω spaces. Notice that the re8
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Figure 6: Fourier spectrum of the bit axial acceleration for d = 1.5 mm.
sults in these spaces are less scattered (see Fig. 5) and the dependence on the
rotary speed is even more pronounced. In terms of the introduced above cutting
model for a single cutter the dependence of S/E on rotary speed means that the
inclination of the cutting force defined by ζ depends of the linear speed of the
cutter.
Figure 6 illustrate the Fourier spectrum of the axial acceleration of the bit.
Although the amplitude of vibration increases with the rotary speed increase,
the level of vibrations is very low, . 2 · 10−3 g (the amplitude of the vibrations
is less than a micrometer), suggesting that the drilling strength S and specific
energy E are not affected by the axial vibrations.

6

Conclusion

This paper presents results of drilling experiments done under kinematic control.
The results indicate that the weight- and torque-on-bit increase with an increase
of rotary speed. Moreover the weight-on-bit changes faster than the torque-onbit. This is equivalent to the velocity weakening effect observed in tests under
weight-on-bit control.
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Dynamic effects of varying helix angles in drilling bits

G. Stépán, Z. Dombovari
Department of Applied Mechanics, Budapest University of Technology and Economics,
H-1111, Budapest, Hungary, stepan@mm.bme.hu
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Introduction

A variety of cutting tools are available in the market with special cutting edges,
like milling tools with non-uniform helix angles, which are already widely used
in manufacturing industry. For example, there have been several attempts to
introduce complex tools with harmonically varied helix angles, too. Apart of the
extreme difficulties related to the manufacturing of, say, sinusoid cutting edges,
its effect on cutting dynamics is not clear yet even in cases when the helix angle
variation is simpler than harmonic.
In this study, a mechanical model is introduced to predict the linear stability of these special cutters. It is shown that the corresponding drill bits with
varying helix angles and non-uniform pitch distribution are subjected to special
regenerative effects originated in the existence of continuously distributed delays.
While the drill bits with these special cutting edges have more complex geometry
than the milling counterparts [3], their dynamics is still simpler since parametric
excitation is negligible in case of drilling.
The corresponding governing equations are autonomous differential equations
with a special structure of distributed delays. The so-called semi-discretization
method is an efficient tool to investigate the linear stability of these mathematical models. By means of the stability charts, the dynamic properties of the
traditional drilling bits and those of the bits with non-uniform helix angles are
compared in cases of high and low drilling speed applications.
This research was partially supported by the Hungarian National Science Foundation under
grant OTKA K101714 and the New Hungary Development Plan under project ID: TÁMOP4.2.1/B-09/1/KMR-2010-0002.
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Variable helix model of drill bit

In this section, the connection of the local cutting force distribution and the
distributed delays is introduced after the geometric interpretation of non-uniform
helix angle.

Geometry of variable helix
The lag angle ϕη,i (z) is the angle with which
P the local edge portion is behind
to the beginning angle of the edge Ωt + i−1
k=0 ϕp,i,0 , where Ω is the angular
velocity of the drill bit and ϕp,i,0 is the ith initial pitch angles. Considering the
continuously changing envelope of the drill bit, the following differential relation
can be derived between the helix angles ηi ’s and the lag angles
ϕ0η,i (z) =

tan ηi
,
R(z) sin κ(z)

(1)

where R(z) is the local radius and κ(z) is the axial immersion (lead) angle of
the drill bit envelope. The lead angle is expressed with the help of the spatial
derivative of the local radius cot(κ(z)) = R0 (z). Then, these non-uniform helix
angles cause the variation of the pitch angles since
ϕp,i (z) = ϕp,i,0 + ϕη,i+1 (z) − ϕη,i (z).
In case of a deep drill bit that has non-uniform helix angles ηi ’s, the variations
of the pitch angles are
Z
ϕp,i (z) = ϕp,i,0 + (tan ηi − tan ηi+1 )
0

z

dζ
.
R(ζ) sin κ(ζ)

(2)

The continuous variations of the pitch angles cause continuous variations in
the regenerative effect, since the regenerative delays between subsequent edges
at level z have the following direct connection with the local pitch angles:
θi (z) =

1
ϕp,i (z).
Ω

(3)

Consequently, deep drilling processes that use non-uniform helix bit are subjected
to infinitely many delays as opposed to the single delay occurring for conventional
bits with uniformly spaced cutting edges [2, 4].
12

Figure 1: a) shows the sketch of the geometric and dynamic model of drill bit, b)
presents the results of the stability calculation (dashed line represents the linear
stability of drilling process with conventional bit).

Cutting force regeneration
A usual approximation for the local chip thickness is used here that is originated
in the local edge displacement ri (z, t) and the local edge normal vector ni (z), as
hi (z, t) ≈ ri (z, t)ni (z),
where

ri (z, t) = ∆ri (z, t) + 

0
0
ϕ (z)
−f p,i
2π






sin κ(z) sin ϕi (z, t)
ni (z) =  sin κ(z) cos ϕi (z, t)  .
− cos κ(z)

,

(4)

The regenerative term that contains the relative dynamic motion of the bit can
be expressed as
∆ri (z, t) = r(t) − r(t − θi (z)).
Considering the angular velocity Ω, the local pitch angles ϕp,i (z) and, as a reference shift, the lag angle of the first edge ϕη,1 (z) the local position angle of the
ith edge can be expressed in the form
ϕi (z, t) = Ωt +

i−1
X

ϕp,i (z) − ϕη,1 (z).

k=1

13

The specific cutting force is considered with the following linear force model [1]
ftra,i (z, t) = −(Ke + hi (z, t)Kc ),

(5)

where Kν = col(Kν,t , Kν,r , Kν,a )’s (ν = e, c) are the edge (e) and cutting (c)
coefficients considered in the local t (tangential), r (radial) and a (axial) coordinate system (tra). The specific force can be rewritten in Cartesian system using
the following transformation
fi (z, t) = Ti (z, t)ftra,i (z, t),
where Ti (z, t) is the transformation between the (tra) and the (xyz) system (see
[4]). The sum of all specific force components along the edges and for all flutes
gives the resultant cutting force
F(rt (θ)) =

N Z
X
i

fi (z(σi ), t)dσi ,

σi

where σi is the arc length coordinate of the ith flute (see Fig. 1a). The rt (θ) =
r(t + θ) is the shift function which represents the actual and the past states of
the delayed system, since θ ∈ [−θmax , 0] (θmax = max θi (z)).
i,z

Dynamics and stability
For the sake of simplicity, only one axial mode of the drill pipe is considered here
that results the following 1DoF autonomous dynamical model of the drill bit:
q̈(t) + 2ξωn q̇(t) + ωn2 q(t) = UT F(qt (θ)),

(6)

where ξ is the modal damping ratio and ωn is the undamped natural angular
frequency of the relevant axial mode, while U is the mass-normalised modal
transformation matrix (as constructed in [4]) which connects the spatial and the
modal space as rt (θ) = U qt (θ). The perturbed equation around the steady-state
can be given using the perturbed coordinate u(t) = q(t) − q0
2
ü(t) + 2ξωn u̇(t) + (ωn,k
− C)u(t)
!
Z
N Z
X
T
= −U
Ci (z)Uu(t − θi (z)) dz =:
i=1

0

−θmax

z

14

W (θ)ut (θ)dθ.

(7)

where the weight distribution is
N Z
X

W (θ) = −UT
C = UT

i=1

δd (z − zi (θ))Ci (z)Udz

and

0

i=1
N Z
X

L

(8)

Ci (z)Udz.

z

The linear stability of dynamical systems like (7) can be investigated by the
semi-discretization (SD) method [5, 6].
In short, the semi-discretization approximates the so-called solution operator
of distributed DDE that maps the current state ut (θ) of the system to the state
ut+∆t (θ) after an appropriately chosen time-step ∆t. The discrete counterpart of
the solution operator is the step matrix B, which connects the current discretized
state zi with the next state zi+1 , that is,
zi+1 = Bzi ,

(9)

where zi = col(uti (0), u̇ti (0), uti (−∆θ), uti (−2∆θ), . . . , uti (−r∆θ)), by choosing
∆θ = ∆t. The delay resolution is r = int(θmax /∆θ + 1/2). The stability of
the constructed linear map (9) is determined by the eigenvalues µk of the step
matrix B, so that, the steady state solution q0 is asymptotically stable if and
only |µk | < 1 for all k.

Case Study
Deep drilling process is considered here that contains only the lowest lateral
mode of the drill pipe. The stability of the governing equation (6) is studied in
the dimensionless parameter space of the dimensionless revolution (ν) and the
dimensionless depth of cut (δ) of the bit
ν=

Ω
ωn

and δ =

DKct
,
mωn2

(10)

−2 is the modal mass related to the relevant lateral mode.
where m = Uq,q
In figure 1b, two examples are depicted related to the lateral stability of the
drilling bit that has N = 6 teeth. The dashed lobes are the linear stability of
the drilling process performed by a bit that has no helix and the pitch angles
between subsequent teeth are uniform. The continuous thick line in figure 1b
shows the stability behaviour of a drilling process with non-uniform helix and
uneven initial pitch angles, as listed

ηi = (0, 20, 0, 20, 0, 20)deg

and ϕp,i,0 = (90, 30, 90, 30, 90, 30)deg.
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(11)

Note that, the initial pitch angles ϕp,i,0 are varied to avoid dense appearance of
local edge parts on the bit envelope.

3

Conclusion

In figure 1b one can recognize that the use of uneven flutes on the drill bit
can open new parameter domains with respect to the drilling speed where the
process remains stable. This observation also has relevance when the longitudinal
natural frequency of the drill pipe varies during drilling operation, since both the
dimensionless drill speed ν and the dimensionless depth of cut δ depend inversely
on this parameter. In case of percussion drilling the unstable domains of the
stability charts are in use and further design viewpoints have to be considered.
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1

Introduction

In drilling operations performed in oil and gas industry, it is important to control
the pressure of the drilling fluid, usually referred to as drilling mud. Circulating
through the drill string and the annulus, the mud transports cuttings up to the
surface, as shown in Figure 1. It also provides, among other things, sufficient
pressure in the open part of the wellbore. Too low pressure can result in an
uncontrolled inflow of formation fluids into the wellbore. An influx of gas may
have disastrous consequences. Low pressure can also lead to collapse of the
wellbore and stuck drill string. Excessive pressure, on the other hand, may
fracture the well, leading to loss of mud, damage to the wellbore, reduced oil
recovery and other costly consequences. Due to all these reasons it is important
to keep the mud pressure within safety margins.
In conventional drilling this is achieved by changing mud density. To increase
or decrease the pressure in the well bore, the driller circulates in the mud of
higher or lower density, respectively. This is a slow and relatively inaccurate way
of pressure control. In a fairly new technology called Managed Pressure Drilling
(MPD), the annulus is sealed off at the top and the mud is released through
a choke valve. By opening or closing the valve the downhole pressure can be
changed in a matter of seconds. Moreover, supplied with an automatic control
system, MPD can provide up to 10 times increase in accuracy of pressure control,
which is needed when drilling demanding wells.
In the last 3 years Statoil R&D in cooperation with Norwegian University of
Science and Technology have been working on developing advanced automatic
control solutions for MPD, see [1]-[3] and references therein. This work ranges
from detailed modelling of well hydraulics with PDEs, through simplified modelling for controller design purposes, to development of pressure control systems
and experimental validation of their performance. In this note we will discuss
some issues related to modelling and control system development for MPD.
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Figure 1: Hardware configuration in a managed pressure drilling system. The
inflow of the drilling mud is provided by the main pump and the back pressure
pump, while the outflow is controlled through the choke valve.

2

Modelling and control problem description

In MPD the goal is to keep the pressure in a specified location of the wellbore
at a set-point lying within given limits for minimal and maximal pressure (pore
pressure and fracture pressure). In automated MPD this is achieved with an
automatic control system controlling the choke valve.
Hydraulic model. To develop an automatic control system that would
provide sufficient accuracy of pressure control, it is important to have accurate
models of the pressure and flow dynamics in the drill string and in the annulus.
For modelling purposes, both the drill string and the annulus can be considered as
hydraulic transmission lines with the corresponding flow and pressure dynamics
captured by the following partial differential equations [1]:
∂p
β ∂q
=−
,
∂t
A ∂x
ρ ∂q
∂p ∂τ
=−
−
+ ρg cos(φ(x)),
A ∂t
∂x ∂x

(1)

where t is time, x is position along the drill string or annulus, p(x, t) is the
pressure at location x at time t, q(x, t) is the volumetric flow rate of the mud,
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β is the bulk modulus (inverse of compressibility) of the fluid, A(x) is the crosssection area of the transmission line, τ is the pressure loss due to viscous friction,
ρ is the fluid density, g is the gravitational constant and φ(x) is the angle between
the transmission line (drill string or annulus) at location x and the vertical axis.
Whether we consider dynamics of the fluid in the drill string or in the annulus,
boundary conditions for the corresponding models (1) are determined by the flow
at their ends. For the drill string, this is the flow in from the main pump qp ,
and the flow out through the drilling bit qbit , see Figure 1. For the annulus, the
boundary conditions are determined by the flow through the drilling bit qbit at
the bottom, the flow out through the choke qc and the flow in from the back
pressure pump qbpp . If the drill string moves vertically, it acts like a piston –
displaces the mud at the bottom of the annulus. For this reason the boundary
condition to the annulus model should be adjusted to qbit + Ad · vd , where Ad
is the area of the drill string cross-section and vd is the vertical velocity of the
drill string, such that when it moves down (vd > 0), the effective flow into the
annulus increases. Hydraulic models (1) for the drill string and the annulus are
linked together through qbit . Since the drill string is equipped with non-return
valves, the flow through the drilling bit can only be non-negative, i.e. from the
drill string to the annulus. The flow rate through the choke is determined by the
orifice equation
r
pc − po
qc = K c
G(u),
(2)
ρ
where pc and po are pressures upstream and downstream the choke, respectively,
Kc is a choke constant, G(u) : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a non-decreasing characteristic
function of the choke and u ∈ [0, 1] is the choke opening, which we treat as a
control input. In reality, the choke is controlled by its actuator (hydraulic or
electrical), but we disregard its dynamics in this short note.
Control inputs and measured disturbances. In addition to the choke
opening u, the control system controls the flow rate from the back pressure pump
qbpp . The flow rate from the main pump qp is, in most cases, controlled manually
by the driller. The same holds for the vertical motion of the drill string and
its rotation. Drilling mud is another input determined outside of the control
system. Depending on operational needs, the driller can start pumping in a
new mud with different viscosity and density properties. Thus the frictional and
hydrostatic components of the pressure in the well bore, which are affected by
the mud viscosity and density, respectively, will gradually change as the new
mud displaces the previous one. The flow rate qp , mud viscosity and rotation of
the drill string effect the frictional pressure drop τ . All the inputs determined
outside of the control system are considered as measured disturbances.
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Measurements. The following top-side measurements are available at high
sampling rate (see Figure 1): standpipe pressure pp , choke upstream and downstream pressures pc and po , flow rates from the main pump qp , from the back
pressure pump qbpp , and through the choke qc , mud temperature at the main
pump Tp and at the return (choke) Tc , vertical position of the drill string and its
velocity vd , rotational velocity of the drill string ωd . In addition to that, there are
pressure and temperature sensors in the bottom hole assembly near the drilling
bit for measuring pressure pbit and temperature Tbit . These measurements are
transmitted to the surface through pressure pulses and, for this reason, they arrive with a delay, are not available in no- or low-flow conditions, and have low
sampling rate. A new technology called wired pipe, if it is available, provides
a high bandwidth communication with the downhole sensors and in this case
the downhole measurements are available with a higher update frequency and
smaller delays.
Uncertainties. There are a number of uncertainties involved in MPD process. First of all, the density of the mud in the annulus is not certain since it
contains cuttings transported to the surface. Due to the same reasons, frictional
pressure drop in the annulus is uncertain as well. In fact, modelling friction in
the annulus is a separate research study since it involves a number of physical
aspects of the mud. For example, the mud is designed such that it turns into
a gel during no-flow conditions to suspend the cuttings. This property leads to
complex friction models for the mud. If cuttings accumulate in some section
of the annulus, the frictional pressure drop will increase, which adds up to the
uncertainty. Changes of the mud temperature affect both its density and viscosity. Temperature is not captured by model (1) and temperature effects are
considered as slow-varying uncertainties contributing to density and viscosity of
the mud. It may happen that due to inaccurate a priori knowledge of the pore
pressure and fracture pressure limits, there may be an influx of hydrocarbons
(including gas) into the annulus or losses of drilling mud into the formation. If
an influx or loss are above certain thresholds, safety procedures outside of the
scope of MPD technology are employed. At the same time, if the influx or losses
are below these thresholds, MPD operation continues and the uncertain changes
in the annulus must be taken into account. For example, gas in the annulus
reduces bulk modulus of the mud β (increases compressibility) and makes the
hydraulic system less stiff to control.
Operational conditions. A normal MPD operation includes among other
aspects regular starts and stops of the flow from the main pump as well as flow
variations dictated by operational needs; changes of the drill string position and
rotation; displacement of one drilling mud by another, which leads to changes of
the mud properties progressing through the drill string and the annulus as the
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new mud displaces the previous one.
Goals for control system development. For a control system engineer
the goal is to develop an automatic control system that would provide accurate
control of the downhole pressure for all normal operational conditions. It must
provide sufficient accuracy in face of various process uncertainties. Moreover,
since MPD is a safety critical process, the control system must be robust and
reliable in case of possible failures of hardware, sensors and communication, or in
case of downhole contingencies, which include various deviations of the drilling
process from the normal operation. Moreover, the system must be sufficiently
simple for operation and maintenance. Achieving these goals involves solving a
number of theoretical and engineering challenges.

3

Achievements

In its usual configuration, an MPD control system consists of a downhole estimator and a choke pressure controller. The downhole estimator corresponds
to what is known as observer in the control systems theory. As mentioned in
the previous section, the measurement of the downhole pressure is not always
available and it arrives to the surface with a delay. For this reason it cannot
be used directly in the control loop. The downhole estimator takes the top-side
measurements and, when available, the downhole measurements, and computes
an estimate of the downhole pressure based on the process model. From this estimate, the control system calculates the deviation from the downhole pressure
set-point and computes the value of the choke pressure pc needed to bring this
deviation to zero. We will denote this desired value for pc by pref
c . The choke
pressure controller manipulates the choke opening to make pc track pref
c .
It is quite challenging to develop the estimator and the choke pressure controller based on the PDE model. The standard approach of discretizing the PDE
model along the drill string and the annulus with a fine mesh gives a high order system of differential equations, which is still too complex for control design
purposes. One of our main achievements is in the reduction of this model to a
simple 3-dimensional model that captures the main system dynamics with sufficient accuracy [1]. Moreover, the process uncertainties are lumped in this model
in only a few parameters, which opens a way to automatic adaptation. Based on
this model we have developed a model-based choke pressure controller, and an
adaptive downhole estimator that automatically adapts to uncertainties. Previous downhole estimators required manual tuning for uncertainties. Tests with
field data have demonstrated excellent performance of the estimator. The model
based choke pressure controller has been tested in full-scale experiments and
demonstrated performance superior to conventionally used PI controllers [2, 3].
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4

Challenges

One of the main engineering challenges in the implementation of an advanced
MPD control system is the lack of proper data infrastructure on drilling rigs. This
includes sensors and communication networks of sufficient quality and reliability
to be safely used in a closed-loop control of the safety-critical MPD process.
It has been experienced that the MPD control system and the drilling control
system on the rig require tighter integration with extensive Hardware-in-theLoop integration testing.
Apart from this and other engineering challenges, there are several theoretical
challenges. For example, in MPD operations from floaters, during connections
the drill string follows heave motion of the floater. These oscillations result in
significant fluctuations of the downhole pressure. Existing control systems are
not capable of handling these fast pressure variations and face some fundamental
challenges. Both hardware and control solutions to this problem have their
limitations. How to solve this problem is an open question that requires thorough
theoretical analysis as the first step.

5

Conclusions

Automated MPD can be considered as a gateway for modern automatic control solutions to the conservative world of drilling. Benefits of advanced control
methods in MPD have already been demonstrated. Their broad implementation
requires not just solving engineering challenges and theoretical questions, but
changing attitude towards automation in the drilling industry, which can be a
tough task by itself.
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1

Introduction

Rotary drilling systems using drag bits are known to exhibit torsional vibrations,
which may lead to torsional stick-slip. These stick-slip vibrations decrease drilling
efficiency, accelerate the wear of drag bits and may cause drill string failure due
to fatigue. This work focusses on the analysis of the mechanisms leading to
such vibrations as well as the development of a control strategy targeting the
stabilization of the torsional dynamics.
Most studies on torsional vibrations in drilling systems rely on a model of
the torsional dynamics only, in which the torque-on-bit as a result of bit-rock
interaction is trivialized as a frictional contact with a velocity-weakening effect.
A different approach was initiated in [5], which is based on modeling both the
axial and torsional dynamics of a drill string. These dynamics are coupled using
a rate-independent bit-rock interaction law as developed in [3], which leads to a
regenerative effect. Analysis of this model in [5, 4] shows that the axial dynamics
exhibit a stick-slip limit cycle, which is responsible for the generation of an
apparent velocity-weakening effect in the torque-on-bit. This velocity weakening
effect, in turn, leads to the onset of torsional vibrations.
The model as analyzed in [4] lacks the essential aspects of axial flexibility of
the drill string and dissipation due to friction along the bottom hole assembly.
In this paper, a more realistic model is obtained by the inclusion of such axial
stiffness and damping. Moreover, the torsional dynamics of the rotary table is
included, which allows for the analysis and design of controllers for the torsional
dynamics, where the torque on the rotary table is used as a control input.
Following [4], the onset of torsional vibrations is analyzed by averaging the
influence of the fast axial dynamics on the slow torsional dynamics. Here, it
is shown that, as for the simpler model analyzed in [4], the axial dynamics
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Figure 1: Drill string model.
generates an apparent velocity-weakening effect in the torque-on-bit, which leads
to torsional vibrations. The analysis of these phenomena does not only support
the development of improved drill-string and bit design less prone to torsional
vibrations, it also facilitates the design of controllers aiming for the mitigation
of these vibrations.

2

Modeling

The drilling system model in Figure 1 is considered. Here, M and I1 are the mass
and moment of inertia of the bottom hole assembly and I2 gives the moment of
inertia of the rotary table. The rotary table is driven by a torque R, whereas
the position of the hook is prescribed kinematically as V0 t. The drill pipe is
modeled as a spring with axial stiffness K and torsional stiffness C, which leads
to a model of the dynamics of the drill bit and rotary table as
M

d2 U
dU
+D
+ K(U − V0 t) = −W c − W f ,
2
dt
dt
d2 Φ
I1 2 + C(Φ − Θ) = −T c − T f ,
dt
d2 Θ
I2 2 + C(Θ − Φ) = R.
dt

(1)
(2)
(3)

Herein, U and Φ denote the axial and angular position of the bit and Θ denotes
the angular position of the rotary table. Moreover, W c and T c denote the axial
force and torque on the drill bit as a result of the removal of rock, which are
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proportional to the depth-of-cut (see [3]). The depth-of-cut d depends on the
current position of the drill bit as well as the profile of the well bottom as
generated by the previous blade some time tn earlier, i.e.
d(t) = U (t) − U (t − tn (t)),

Φ(t) − Φ(t − tn (t)) =

2π
.
n

(4)

The latter expression gives an implicit (position-dependent) equation for the
delay tn , where 2π
n is the angle between two successive blades.
Next, the interaction between the underside of the blades, known as the
wearflat, and the well bottom is considered in (1-3) through W f and T f . This
contact is independent of the drilling velocity. However, no contact exists when
the drill bit is moving upwards, such that the axial contact force W f and friction
torque T f are given as



nalσ̄
dU
f
W =
1 + sign
,
T f = 21 aξµW f ,
(5)
2
dt
with σ̄ the contact stress, µ the friction coefficient and where the remaining
parameters n, a, l, ξ represent the drill bit geometry, see [5].
The model (1-5) constitutes a nonlinear delay-differential equation and describes drill string dynamics for nonnegative depth-of-cut and positive angular
velocity. However, even though torsional stick is not included, the model can be
used to predict the onset of torsional vibrations.

3

Analysis of axial dynamics

For a broad class of drilling systems, two distinct time scales emerge in the
analysis of the model (1-5). In particular, the axial drill string stiffness K is
much larger than the torsional stiffness C, such that the axial dynamics (1) is
fast when compared to the torsional dynamics (2-3), see [1]. This allows for
the individual analysis of the axial dynamics, in which the angular velocity (and
thus, via (4), the delay tn ) is assumed constant.
In this analysis, it can be shown that the axial equilibrium, which corresponds
to a constant axial velocity, is unstable for realistic parameter values (see [1]).
Instead, small perturbations around the axial equilibrium grow and result in
an axial stick-slip limit cycle, of which an example is depicted in Figure 2 for
a particular constant angular velocity. The limit cycle is a consequence of the
regenerative effect introduced by the delay-dependency of the depth-of-cut (see
(4)), where the stick phase is due to the discontinuity in the contact forces in
(5). Physically, due to this discontinuity, the contact forces W f can compensate
for the cutting forces W c and the forces exerted by the drill string at zero axial
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Figure 2: Axial limit cycle example in scaled coordinates.

velocity, which leads to the axial stick phase. Due to the positive angular velocity,
the bit still removes rock during this phase. A change in the depth-of-cut drives
the onset of a new slip phase.
In order to assess the effect of the axial stick-slip vibrations on the torsional
dynamics, the axial cutting force W c and axial contact force W f are averaged
over one axial limit cycle (with length ta , see Figure 2). The (rate-independent)
bit-rock interaction law then gives the corresponding torque-on-bit. Here, it is
stressed that the axial limit cycle is dependent on the value of the delay tn , i.e.
on the angular velocity (see also [1]). As a result, the averaged torque-on-bit
is dependent on the delay (i.e. angular velocity) as well. This is illustrated in
Figure 3, from which it can be concluded that the cutting torque exhibits a
velocity-weakening effect, whereas the friction torque is velocity-strengthening.
For realistic bit geometry, the total torque-on-bit is velocity-weakening, explaining the onset of torsional vibrations.

4

Control of torsional dynamics

In order to stabilize the torsional dynamics, a controller is designed. Herein, only
the torsional dynamics is considered explicitly. The influence of the fast axial
dynamics on the torque-on-bit is included by averaging the axial dynamics as in
the previous section, which leads to a delay-dependent torque-on-bit. As a result,
the resulting model for the torsional dynamics is a delay differential equation,
where the delay is implicitly given as in (4). The linear controller prescribes the
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Figure 3: Averaged torque-on-bit due to axial vibrations.
torque on the rotary table R as follows:
R(t) = R0 + F

h

Φ(t) − Φ0 (t)

dΦ
dt (t)

− Ω0 Θ(t) − Θ0 (t)

dΘ
dt (t)

− Ω0

iT
, (6)

where R0 is the nominal torque generating a constant angular velocity Ω0 and the
corresponding angular positions Φ0 (t) and Θ0 (t) for the bottom hole assembly
and rotary table, respectively, and for averaged axial dynamics.
The design of the state feedback controller (6) that asymptotically stabilizes
the torsional dynamics (with averaged axial dynamics) is based on stability analysis using a Razumikhin function, which leads to a constructive procedure for
finding the feedback gain matrix F ∈ R1×4 by means of a linear matrix inequality, see [2]. The application of this controller to the full drill string dynamics
(2-3) (i.e. using the actual axial dynamics rather than an approximation by averaging) gives the simulation results depicted in Figure 4. Here, it can be seen
that the controller indeed stabilizes the torsional dynamics, even though the axial
stick-slip limit cycle remains.

5

Conclusions

The analysis of the onset of torsional vibrations in drilling systems is discussed,
where it is shown that axial stick-slip vibrations lead to an apparent velocityweakening effect in the torque-on-bit. Moreover, a control strategy aiming at
the suppression of these torsional vibrations is given. Besides this controller
targeting the torsional dynamics directly, it is noted that the analysis given in
this work may also serve as a basis for the design of control strategies targeting
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Figure 4: Drill string dynamics: open-loop (top) and closed-loop (bottom).
the axial dynamics. Namely, since the axial dynamics forms the driving force
behind the torsional vibrations, stabilization of the axial dynamics may prevent
torsional vibrations as well.
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1

Introduction

References [1, 2] presented techniques for developing delay differential equations
to describe the lateral borehole propagation response of a wide class of directional
drilling systems. It is the purpose of this paper to explore the effects of stabiliser
radial clearances on borehole propagation stability.
Figure 1 is a generalization of the directional
drilling systems considered. The displacement
of the borehole centre
line with respect to the
m-axis is represented by
H(m). The curvature of
2
the borehole is ddmH2 . The
centre line of the BHA
at the borehole touch
points is defined by vi .
For active drilling systems these could be deFigure 1: Generic directional drilling system.
termined by linear displacement actuators. For passive assemblies it is the centralizers or stabilizers
that define vi . The BHA collars are allowed to sag under their own load per unit
length weight wj . The lateral forces Fi represent steering actuators. Geostationary bends βi and moments Mi represent angular steering mechanisms. The
lateral load on the bit is defined by superposition of these inputs. The instantaneous direction of borehole propagation dH/dm is given by equation (1) for the
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BHA shown in Fig. 1 when drilling in the vertical plane:
dH
dm

=
+

5
X
i=1
4
X

[CHi . (Hi + vi ) + CBi .βi + CMi .Mi ]
[CFj .Fj + CWj .wj ] − CG

j=1

d2 H
.
dm2

(1)

If the bit is long-gauge or strongly resists angular penetration motions (Personal correspondence with E. Detournay) related to local curvature then the CG
term can be added. The C ∗ terms become constants when W OB, and aniso are
held constant. The Laplace Transform of equation (1) taken with respect to m
(effectively incremental distance drilled for small angle situations) gives equation
(2), where H(s) describes the lateral propagation of the borehole with respect
to the m-axis:
H(s) =
CHi .vi (s) + CBi .βi (s) + CMi .Mi (s) + CFj .Fj (s) + CWj .wj (s)
. (2)
s+CG.s2 −CH1 −CH2 .e−sL1 −CH3 .e−sL12 −CH4 .e−sL13 −CH5 .e−sL14
The stability of lateral borehole propagation is determined by the characteristic equation of (2). Through comparisons with a detailed FE model of the drilling
system it was shown in [1, 2] that changes in positions of stabilizers, WOB, collar stiffness’s and bit characteristics all influence the characteristic roots of (2).
Drilling systems are usually symmetrical in two planes, thus a tendency to oscillate in one plane will also be apparent in the other. Any cross-plane coupling will
cause these two oscillators to phase-lock together to form the engine for spiraled
hole.

2

Effects of Stabilizer under Gauge

When the stabilizer is under gauge the BHA may take up any position allowed by
the radial clearances. The vi are no longer independent inputs but conditional
on the overall minimization of potential energy and (1) is no longer linear in
vi . In situations where it is known that the BHA will touch the borehole in
a predictable manner due to the magnitude of the dogleg being imposed, the
effects of gravity, or the actuation forces applied then useful insights can still be
obtained with (1) and (2) regarding dogleg capability and borehole stability.
For the purpose of illuminating the underlying phenomena a fictitious BHA
(Fig. 2) was used, comprising four collar lengths of 3.048 m (10 ft) supported on
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Bias force F

L₄ = 10ft

L₃ = 10ft

L₂ = 10ft

3.6ft

L₁ = 10ft

Figure 2: Four stabilizer BHA.

four stabilizers of variable diameters. Collar OD was 171.45 mm (6.75 in), ID
was 106.68 mm (4.2 in), and Young’s Modulus E was 2 × 1011 Pa and density was
7800 Kg /m3 . A force actuator was placed 1.097 m (3.6 ft) behind the bit. The
borehole diameter was set at 30.48 mm (12 in) to allow large borehole oscillations
to develop before being arrested by the collar grounding on the borehole wall.
The bit aniso was set at 0.1 i.e. for a unit-load WOB the bit would drill ten
times faster forwards than sideways for the same unit-load applied to the side
of the bit. The characteristic roots of (2) for a system with all stabilizers full
gauge are shown in Fig. 3.
The unstable complex roots close to the imaginary axis correspond to a borehole oscillation wave length of 4.22 m (13.845 ft). A full quasi-static FE simulation of the curvature response of the BHA for a building force of 15 kN (3372 lbf)
is shown in Fig. 5. The simulation confirms the wave length response predicted
by Fig. 3. The oscillations grow exponentially (smooth curve) until the collar grounds on the borehole between stabilizers causing the jagged waveform.
The unusually high doglegs appearing in Fig. 5 are because the curvature is
calculated over 1 m intervals and the freedom permitted by the large borehole
diameter. Figure 4 shows an example of the collar touch-down phenomena. Although more erratic, the waveform has a periodicity similar to the smoother
oscillations.

3

Stability Effects of Uniform Radial Reductions an
all Stabilizer Gauges (Case-1)

FE simulations were performed to explore the consequences of progressively reducing the radii of all stabilizers. Nonlinear systems do not always exhibit unstable tendencies unless stimulated in a favorable manner. The stimuli used to
provoke instability consisted of: a constant bias force of 15 kN (Bias); a 40 kN
force pulsed for 10 m (Short-Pulse); a 40 kN pulse force for 20 m (Long-Pulse);
and a 10 m period square wave of 40 kN of 20 m duration (Square-Wave) - all
were injected via the force actuator F1 .
By reducing all the stabilizer radii in steps of 1.27 mm (0.05 in) it was found
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Figure 4: Collar touch-down. Drilling to
the left (FEA).

Figure 3: Root plot - four full gauge stabilizers BHA.

that at 0.2 in the system did not oscillate in response to any of the four stimuli.
The responses migrated from that of Fig. 5 to the eventual stability of Fig.
6. Intermediately, the transient input stimuli were the first to produce a stable
response like that of Fig. 6. The Bias input was very effective at provoking
instability and required the largest radial clearances before permitting stability.
An unstable full gauge system may thus be stabilized by a reduction in stabilizer radii. The next test cases were performed to determine which stabilizers
dominated stability.

4

Stability Effects of Reducing the Radius of the First
Stabilizer (Case-2)

The characteristic roots (Fig. 7) for a BHA where stabilizer-1 (first stab.) does
not touch the borehole indicate a stable but under damped response. Progressively increasing the radial clearance of the stabilizer-1 in steps of 1.27 mm
(0.05 in) from full-gauge it took until 8.89 mm (0.35 in) before the response of
Fig. 5 became the stable response of Fig. 9. The jagged waveform prior to
stability was caused by collar grounding and where stabilizer-1 intermittently
contacted the borehole. See Fig. 8 for stabilizer juxtaposition to borehole.
When all the stabilizers contacted the borehole, the roots of Fig. 3 applied
and the system became unstable. To demonstrate that the magnitude of the
input (force) could govern stability, a much larger 40 kN biasing force was applied
for a clearance of 8.89 mm (0.35 in) to provoke an unstable response (Fig. 10).
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Figure 5: Curvature response, all stabilizers full gauge (FEA).

Figure 6: Curvature response to 15 kN Bias at 0.2 in uniform radial under gauge (FEA).
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Figure 8: Case 2 - Intermittent stabilizer1 borehole contact FEA (drilling to the
left).

Figure 7: Case 2 - Root plot.

The response did not settle as with the Short Pulse of Fig. 9 but exhibited a
stable limit-cycle. The amplitude of this limit-cycle was sufficient to cause a
very low force glancing collar touchdown and a very pronounced intermittent
stabilizer-1 contact force.

5

Stability Effects of Reducing the Radii of the Second and Third Stabilizers (Case-3 and 4)

The exercise was repeated for stabilizer-2 (Case 3). Figure 11 shows the roots
when stabilizer-2 does not contact the borehole. The loop was not as stable as for
Case 2, indicating that stabilizer-1 was influential in deciding stability. A stable
response to the four input stimuli was achieved when stabilizer-2 was radially
reduced by 7.62 mm (0.3 in). Fig. 12 shows it had a long decay time constant
caused by the under damped complex roots.
Reducing the diameter of the third stabilizer (Case 4) by as much as 25.4 mm
(1 in) had little effect on stability. The roots corresponding to stabilizer-3 not
touching the hole (Fig. 13) were similar to the original system (Fig. 3) and
supported the assertion that the first four touch-points are usually dominant
in determining the stability of borehole propagation and that (1) is of generic
relevance.
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Figure 9: Case 2 - Curvature response to a ”Short-Pulse” for 8.89 mm (0.35 in) radial
clearance on stabilizer-1 (FEA).

Figure 10: Case 2 - 40 kN Bias Force (FEA).
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Figure 11: Case 3 - Root plot.

6

A Two Stabilizer Drilling Systems Response to Stabilizer under Gauge

The stability of the four-stabilizer cases was strongly influenced by the first two
stabilizers. In this section the stability of a much simpler two-stabilizer BHA is
assessed for bits with aniso 0.1 (Case 5) and 0.2 (Case 6). The BHA was 20 ft in
length with stabilizers at 10 ft and 20 ft. The bit, borehole diameter, and collar
parameters remained the same as for the previous cases.
The roots of this centrally constrained BHA (Case 5) for aniso 0.1 are shown
in Fig. 14. FE analysis of its response to the 15 kN Bias produced exponentially
increasing dogleg oscillations until collar grounding occurred (Fig. 15). The
system showed a stable response to the Short and Long Pulse inputs for radial
reductions in the central stabilizer greater than 0.2 in. Full stability was achieved
for the 15 kN Bias input with a 2 in radial reduction. Between these two radial
reduction values a stable limit cycle not involving collar-grounding was observed.
FE simulation of the response of Case 6 (aniso = 0.2) to the 15 kN Bias input
was much more unstable (Fig. 16), it limit-cycled even when the stabilizer was
reduced to collar diameter. Stability was obtained however with a 1 in radial
reduction for the Short and Long Pulse inputs.
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Figure 12: Case 3- Curvature response ”Short 40 kN Pulse” of 0.3 in radial clearance
on stabilizer-2 (FEA).

7

Describing Function Analysis

The conditional contact between the borehole and the under gauge central stabilizer was modeled as a dead-band on the reactive contact force. Consequently the
use of describing-functions was explored to explain the oscillations observed in
the preceding section and, hopefully shed more light on the subject than simply
quoting simulation results.
Consider a collar with an end stabilizer being subjected to a mid-span lateral
force F as shown in Fig. 16. Assume that the collars lateral deflection can be
captured by the function B(m, z), where m is the bit’s current position along
the m-axis and z is the distance behind the bit at which the deflection occurs.
Using the approach of [1, 2] for a flexible collar of length L1 experiencing a
lateral force F at a distance r from the stabilizer with a Young’s Modulus E and
a second moment of inertia I the stable lateral borehole propagation transfer
function H(s) of (3) is derived. By suitable manipulation of F the centre line of
the collar at the point of force application can be deflected into alignment with
that of the borehole, to achieve B(m, L1 − r) = H(m − (L1 − r)). The effect of
a stabilizer can thus be mimicked by F (s). The root plot of Fig. 14 was derived
by closing the loop around (3), between borehole position and input F (s), with
the feedback selected to centrally constrain the collar.
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Figure 13: Case 4 root plot.

Figure 14: Case 5 root plot for full gauge
stabiliser.
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The nonlinear function in Fig. 18 gives the force F pen required to constrain
the collar to that of the borehole in the presence of a radial under gauge of
ug rad. The parameter slope is defined on the figure.
The input deflection X is defined by H(m − (L1 − r)) − B zero(m, (L1 − r));
where B zero is the B(m, z) function for the shape of the BHA in the absence
of any stabilizer force. Transfer function G1(s) in (4) calculates the input to the
nonlinear function F pen(X) by representing the gap between the evolving hole
and an unloaded collar:
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From [3] the harmonic gain N (X) for a wave of amplitude X passing into
F pen(x) is given in (5); where Φ(X − ug rad) is the Heaviside Function. Using the describing function technique the inverse harmonic gain −1/N (X) was
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Figure 15: Case 5 FE curvature response with full gauge stabilizer to a 15 kN Bias
input.

Figure 16: Case 6 FE curvature response with full gauge stabilizer to 15 kN Bias input.
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plotted versus the Nyquist curve for G1(s) for a range of amplitudes X, and the
encirclements examined for stability.
2slope
N (X) = Φ(X − ug rad)
π


"


2 #0.5

ug
ug
π
ug
rad
rad
rad
 (5)
−
1−
×  − arcsin
2
X
X
X

Figure 17: Single collar BHA with lateral force showing coordinate system for
B(m, z) and H(m).

Figure 18: Function relating the gap between the centerline of the hole and that of
the unloaded BHA to the stabilizer loads
required to keep the collar within the hole.

For large X amplitudes the magnitude of −1/N (X) approaches 1/slope. Fig.
20 shows the intersection between the two curves for Case 5 (aniso = 0.1) and
the possible existence of a limit-cycle.
An oscillation to the right of the intersection is encircled by the Nyquist curve
of G1(s) and is in the direction of increasing X-amplitude; thus it is an unstable
limit cycle and would grow without bounds until limited by collar grounding.
An oscillation to the left of the intersection is not encircled thus oscillations

Figure 19: Closed loop around stabilizer non linearity F pen(X) where N (X) is the
equivalent harmonic gain.
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Figure 20: Case 5 Nyquist plot of G1(s) versus −1/N (X).

Figure 21: Case 6 Nyquist Plot of G1(s) versus −1/N (X).
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would fade away in the direction of reducing X-amplitude. The FEA simulations
showed that if the disturbances were sufficiently large, self sustained oscillations
would grow until collar grounding occurred. For smaller inputs the transients
died away. The size of the disturbance needed to trigger oscillation is dictated
by range of amplitudes X encircled by G1(s).
For Case 6 (aniso = 0.2) a greater length of −1/N (X) is encircled by G1(s)
(Fig. 21) when using the same plotting scale. This implies that in comparison
to Case 5, Case 6 would be more prone to exhibit exponentially increasing limitcycle amplitudes for much smaller input disturbances.
Thus for each aniso value there is a minimum disturbance for which the loop
would be stable. Repeat simulations for Case 6 determined that a 1 kN Bias
would not provoke instability.

8

Conclusions

A drilling system with full-gauge stabilization can have a linear borehole propagation transfer function which is stable or not depending on BHA architecture,
WOB and bit type. For drilling systems with an unstable transfer functions
the borehole propagated will oscillate with increasing amplitude until a limit is
reached and the collar grounds on the hole.
It may be possible to stabilize such systems by reducing the radius of the
first, and possibly the second, stabilizer effectively making the system nonlinear.
However, stability would be conditional on the size of the input disturbances.
To be sure of the stability of the non linear system is necessary to ensure inputs
are bounded below a certain threshold. This threshold would have to cover all
expected drilling conditions. For now, full dynamic modeling of the BHA is
probably the safest route to determining stability characteristics.
The describing-function analysis of a simple BHA provided insight to the
relative size of the disturbances required to provoke instability. Given that borehole stability is determined by the first few stabilizers it is reasonable to assert,
that with suitable B(m, z) functions for the systems represented in Fig. 1, the
stability of a wide class of steering systems with under gauge stabilizers, could
be assessed by techniques similar to the describing-function approach presented
herein.
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Introduction

The propagation of a borehole, viewed
as an evolving slender cylindrical object, is governed by delay differential
equations [1, 2, 3]. The equilibrium
points of this dynamical system are
steady-state solutions, for which the
kinematic variables measuring the advancement of the borehole are stationary, and for which the deformed configuration of the bottom-hole assembly
(BHA), moving inside the borehole, remains invariant (Fig. 1).
Starting with the seminal contributions of Lubinski and Woods [4]
(straight equilibrium borehole solutions) and Murphey and Cheatham
[5] (circular equilibrium borehole solutions), considerable efforts have been
invested in the study of the equilibrium points of the directional drilling
dynamical system. However, the stability of these stationary solutions has Figure 1: Near-bit region of an advancing
drilling system.
not attracted much attention [1, 2].
In this paper, we investigate the steady-state solutions and their stability,
for a borehole constrained to evolve in a vertical plane. Here, the geometry of
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the borehole axis is described by its inclination Θ(S), where S is the curvilinear
coordinate varying from 0, at the rig, to L, at the bottom of the hole (Fig.
1). The lower part of the drillstring, the BHA, is characterized by a flexural
rigidity EI and distributed weight w, both taken to be uniform. The stabilizers
are assumed to be centered in the borehole and to not transmit any moment
between the borehole walls and the BHA. We restrict consideration to a BHA
equipped with two stabilizers, defining sections of length λ1 and λ2 (Fig. 1).
Also, the BHA is equipped with a push-the-bit rotary steerable system (RSS)
that deflects the well path by generating a lateral force F̆ on the BHA at a
distance Λλ1 from the first stabilizer. Finally, the axial force F1 transmitted to
the bit (the weight on bit, but for the sign), is supposed given.
In the following, the problem is scaled using the length λ1 of the section
between the bit and the first stabilizer, and the bending stiffness EI of the
BHA; thus, the characteristic force is F∗ = 3EI/λ21 . The dimensionless length of
the borehole ξ = L/λ1 is the independent variable of the dynamical equations.

2

Elements of the Model

The directional drilling model involves (i) a static beam model of the BHA, (ii)
bit/rock interface laws, and (iii) relationships relating the kinematics of the bit
to the evolution of the borehole.
The BHA is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam. Using this model, linear
expressions of the lateral force F2 and moment M transmitted to the bit can be
derived in terms of (i) the dimensionless weight of the BHA Υ = wλ31 /3EI, (ii)
the dimensionless RSS force Γ = F̆ λ21 /3EI, and (iii) the geometry of the BHA.
The bit/rock interaction is formulated as bilinear relationships between generalized forces {F1 , F2 , M } on the bit and the kinematics of the bit measured by
penetration variables per revolution {d1 , d2 , ϕ} [6]. For an homogeneous isotropic
rock formation, they can be reduced to
F1 = −G1 − H1 d1 ,

F2
d2
= −ηΠ ,
F∗
d1

M
λ1 ϕ
= −χΠ
.
F∗ λ1
d1

(1)

The first equation provides the axial penetration d1 , which is also the incremental
increase of borehole length over a revolution of the bit. The saturation force G1 is
the contact component of the weight on bit transmitted to the cutter wearflats.
It is related to the bit state of wear, with G1 = 0 for an ideally sharp bit. Hence,
the scaled component of the weight on bit associated with penetration is given
by Π = − (F1 + G1 ) /F∗ .
The lateral steering resistance η = O(10 ∼ 100) is a measure of the difficulty
to impose a lateral penetration d2 to the bit relative to an axial penetration d1 .
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Likewise, the angular steering resistance χ = O(10−1 ∼ 1) is a measure of the
difficulty to impose an angular penetration ϕ to the bit compared to an axial
penetration d1 . It can be shown that the ratio χ/η is proportional to (b/λ1 )2 ,
where b is the length of the bit gauge.
Finally, the kinematic relationships relate the penetration variables {d1 , d2 , ϕ}
to geometric parameters such as the curvature of the borehole or the tilt of the
bit axis with respect to the borehole [3].

3

Propagation Equation

The set of equations described in the previous section is closed. Under the
assumption that the curvature of the borehole remains small, it can be reduced
to a functional differential equation given by
χΠΘ0 (ξ) = AΘ (ξ) + BΘ (ξ − 1) + CΘ (ξ − 1 − κ)
Z ξ
Z ξ−1
+ D
Θ(ζ) dζ + E
Θ(ζ) dζ
ξ−1

ξ−1−κ

Z

ξ

+ FΥ sin


Θ(ζ) dζ

(2)

ξ−1

Z

ξ

+ GΥ [Θ (ξ) − Θ (ξ − 1)] cos


Θ(ζ) dζ

+ HΓ (ξ) + IΓ0 (ξ) ,

ξ−1

where κ = λ2 /λ1 . The inclinations Θ(ξ), Θ(ξ −1), and Θ(ξ −1−κ) are evaluated
at the bit, at the first stabilizer, and at the second stabilizer, respectively. The
coefficients A, . . . , G depend on the dimensionless groups ηΠ and χΠ and on the
length ratio κ. In addition, H and I also depend on the position of the RSS
measured by Λ.

4

Circular Equilibrium Borehole Solutions

If Υ = 0, the stationary solutions for constant weight on bit and RSS force are
circular boreholes. The curvature κs = Θ0 (ξ) can be derived from the propagation equation (3).
The stability of the stationary solutions is addressed via the location in the
complex plane of the roots of the characteristic function associated with (3),
which depends here only on ηΠ, χΠ, and κ. Because the stationary solutions
are circular boreholes, the corresponding characteristic function possesses a root
of multiplicity one at the origin. The right-most root λrm is thus defined as the
root with the largest real part, after discarding the root at the origin.
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Figure 2: Equilibrium curvature κs ×103 as ηΠ and χΠ vary, for Γ = Γmax and κ = 2.5.
(The dimensional curvature is κs /λ1 .)

Figure 3: Real part of the right-most root

Figure 4: Real part of the right-most root

for κ = 2.5.

for κ = 0.5.

Some results are illustrated for a typical BHA equipped with a 6 3/4” RSS.
The first segment of BHA has length λ1 = 3.78 m and κ = 2.5. The characteristic
force is given by F∗ = 1750 kN. The maximum weight on bit allowed by the tool
is such that Πmax = 0.142 for a sharp bit. The maximum force the RSS can
provide is given by Γmax = 1.1 × 10−2 and Λ = 0.74.
Figure 2 plots the dimensionless curvature κs as a function of ηΠ and χΠ,
assuming the RSS force to be maximum, Γ = Γmax . The curvature vanishes if
ηΠ = ηΠ|6 Γ , where

2 2κ + 3Λ − Λ2
ηΠ|6 Γ =
(3)
(1 − Λ) (2κ + 3Λ + 2Λκ)
depends only on the geometry of the BHA. For the considered example, ηΠ|6 Γ =
4.7; this particular case corresponds to a vanishing coefficient H in (3).
The real part of λrm is given in Fig. 3. The stationary solutions are stable
almost everywhere in the parametric space, except for a very small region (greyed
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area) corresponding to small values of ηΠ; this region is the realm of aggressive
bits (η small) and low weights on bit. The magnitude of < (λrm ) also provides a
measure of the rate of convergence of the solution.
A change in the geometry of the BHA may have little influence on the equilibrium curvature but has an important impact on its stability. For example, if
the length of the second segment of BHA is changed to λ2 = 0.5λ1 , the system
becomes unstable inside a significant region of the parametric space (Fig. 4).

5

Straight Equilibrium Borehole Solutions

If Υ > 0, the stationary solutions are straight inclined boreholes. The equilibrium
inclination Θs satisfies



4 − 2 − 3Λ + Λ2 (2 − ηΠ) + 2κ 2 − ηΠ 1 − Λ2
ΛΓ
sin Θs =
,
2
κ [2 + ηΠ + κ (6 − 3ηΠ) − κ (2 − ηΠ)]
Υ

(4)

so that either no equilibrium solutions exist or two equilibrium solutions coexist:
a downward solution (0 < Θs < π/2) and an upward solution (π/2 < Θs < π).
The previously encountered case ηΠ = ηΠ|6 Γ produces vertical equilibrium
solutions: sin Θs = 0 independently of the RSS force. A second particular case,
occurring for

2 3 + κ − κ2
ηΠ = ηΠ|6Υ =
,
(5)
1 + κ − κ2
is such that the coefficient F in (3) vanishes. In this case, the weight Υ of the
BHA no longer influences the stationary solution and the system is capable of
holding the inclination of any straight borehole without an RSS force.
The following example considers the same BHA as in the previous section, for
which ηΠ|6Υ ' 0.55, and the dimensionless weight Υ = 2.8 × 10−3 . Three cases
are identified whether ηΠ is smaller than ηΠ|6Υ , is in the bracket { ηΠ|6Υ , ηΠ|6 Γ },
or is larger than ηΠ|6 Γ . Figure 5a illustrates the variation of the inclination Θs
with the RSS force Γ. The solid lines correspond to stable solutions, while the
dashed lines are for unstable solutions. The case ηΠ = ηΠ|6Υ is associated with
a switch in stability between the downward and upward solution. Also, the sign
of the RSS force required to have a steady-state changes for ηΠ = ηΠ|6Υ and
ηΠ = ηΠ|6 Γ (Γ is positive as represented in Fig. 1).

6

Conclusions

The equilibrium solutions and stability of the directional drilling dynamical system depends on (i) the geometry of the BHA, and on (ii) two dimensionless
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(a) Equilibrium inclinations Θs .

(b) Real part of the right-most root λrm .

Figure 5: Straight equilibrium solutions as a function of the RSS force Γ for κ = 2.5.
groups ηΠ and χΠ, which account for properties of the BHA and of the bit/rock
interface laws (bluntness of the bit, aggressiveness of the bit gauge,...).
The weight Υ > 0 precludes stationary solutions with a curvature κs 6= 0
in the strict sense. However, quasi-stationary ”constant” curvature solutions
actually exist, as the length scale associated with the rate of convergence toward
a constant curvature solution is generally one or several orders of magnitude
smaller than the radius of curvature of the borehole. In other words, the weight
of the BHA can be considered as a constant external forcing (the terms in Υ in
(3) are set constant). This is further justified by < (λrm ) being several orders of
magnitude smaller when converging toward a straight borehole (see for example
Fig. 5b) than when converging towards a circular borehole (Fig. 3).
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1

Introduction

ExxonMobil’s drilling performance-management process has identified vibrations
as one of the most frequent and persistent performance limiters, even when they
may be low enough not to cause damage to downhole tools and equipment, by
limiting weight-on-bit, rate of penetration, or borehole quality, among others.
A recently deployed lateral vibration modeling tool, which has been developed
to enable drilling engineers to design vibration resistant bottom hole assemblies
(BHA’s), has been providing substantial performance gains in worldwide drilling
operations [2, 3, 4]. In order to complement this capability for other vibrational modes, we have developed a general-purpose model to analyze axial and
torsional vibrations independently of the lateral modes, and to provide vibration indices indicative of dysfunction in these modes. Although both axial and
torsional vibrational dysfunctions are governed by nonlinear motions in their ultimate manifestation, a lot of useful information can be obtained by an analysis
of small dynamic deviations of the drill string configuration and forces around
a baseline solution, i.e., a particular solution to the equations of motion corresponding to specific operational parameters, where no vibrations are present.
This perturbation analysis involves computation of linear response functions in
order to subsequently investigate forced dynamic response and linear stability of
the system. The linearization of the motion around the baseline solution allows
independent linear harmonic analysis at each vibration frequency and the use of
superposition principle to analyze the overall dynamic motion.
Many thanks to Jeffrey Bailey, Lei Wang and Paul Pastusek for their collaboration, and to
ExxonMobil for allowing publication of the manuscript.
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2

The Method

The solution technique utilizes semi-analytical transfer matrices that greatly reduce the number of discrete elements and the associated computing time, enabling rapid screening of a large number of design alternatives on a PC. The
model is able to account for effects related to well path, tool joints, viscous damping due to the drilling fluid, surface boundary conditions, bit characteristics, as
well as special drill string elements including vibration mitigation tools, provided
that adequate mechanical response data is available. A detailed description is
provided in Ertas et al. [1].
The drill string is approximated as a collection of axially symmetric pipes
connected rigidly end-to-end, whose material properties (elastic moduli, density)
and geometry (OD, ID, cross-sectional area, torsional moment) are allowed to
vary as a function of arc length l from the drill bit. Rod elasticity is used
to relate the small-strain deformations of the drill string to the internal forces
and torques [7]. First, a “baseline solution” is constructed, which describes the
configuration of the drill string, as well as the external forces and torques exerted
on the drill string, in the absence of vibrations. To do this in our implementation,
the “soft-string” approximation is used (i) to ignore the bending rigidity of the
drill string, and (ii) to constrain the drill string to follow the well trajectory, thus
eliminating its lateral degrees of freedom. Remaining torsional and axial degrees
of freedom can be expressed in terms of stretch h and twist α as a function of
arc length l as measured from the drill bit:
Z ∞
h(l, t) = h0 (l) + hdyn (l, t),
hdyn (l, t) =
hω (l)e−jωt dω,
Z−∞
∞
α(l, t) = ΩRPM t + α0 (l) + αdyn (l, t),
αdyn (l, t) =
αω (l)e−jωt dω.
−∞

Here, the term linear in time t accounts for the overall rotation of the drill
string, h0 and α0 represent the “baseline solution”, i.e., the amount of stretch
and twist that is present in the drill string when it is rotating smoothly. The
dynamic motion of the drill string relative to this baseline solution is broken into
its (complex) Fourier amplitudes hω and αω (here, j 2 = −1).
The motions of the drill string are accompanied by internal tension T and
torque τ , transmitted along the drill string, which can be likewise described as:
Z ∞
T (l, t) = T0 (l) + Tdyn (l, t),
Tdyn (l, t) =
Tω (l)e−jωt dω,
Z−∞
∞
τ (l, t) = τ0 (l) + τdyn (l, t),
τdyn (l, t) =
τω (l)e−jωt dω.
−∞
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The tension and torque are aligned with the local tangent of the well path
and a sign convention is chosen such that τ is positive when pointing towards the
bit. Within the soft-string approximation, these are given in terms of the drill
string configuration as: T = EAh0 , τ = GJα0 , where E and G are the Young
and Shear Moduli of the drill string material, A is the cross sectional area, J
is the torsional moment, and the prime denotes a derivative with respect to arc
length l. The drill string parameters can and do vary with l.
Three types of external forces acting on the drill string are accounted for.
Gravitational forces do not change with time and only enter the baseline force
balance. Forces and torques exerted by the mud are aligned with the local
tangent vector in the absence of lateral motion. Forces and torques exerted by
the borehole are computed by (i) requiring that the net lateral force must be zero
everywhere along the drill string, and (ii) utilizing the relative sliding direction
and velocity, along with a (possibly velocity-dependent) friction law.
Newton’s equations of motion for the baseline solution reduce to a system
of coupled (non-linear) first-order ODEs (in the arc-length variable l) that are
solved subject to specified boundary conditions (BCs) at the bit. At the bit, twist
and stretch are arbitrarily set to zero, and weight-on-bit (WOB) or depth-of-cut
(DOC) is specified. A simplified bit model that relates WOB and bit torque to
DOC (and possibly RPM) is used to set the remaining BCs. The formulation
allows for arbitrary functional forms including lookup tables in order to be able
to model various bit design features such as DOC control, as well as velocityweakening bit aggressiveness.
Next, Newton’s equations of motion are expanded around the baseline solution to linear order in the dynamical variables, which decouples equations for
each frequency component ω from each other. For each Fourier mode ω, this
results in a set of linear ODEs (once again in the arc-length variable l), whose
coefficients depend on the particular baseline solution. For a drill string with uniform properties along its length, the solutions are axial and torsional harmonic
waves with dispersion relations:
ω q
ka = p
1 + (1 + j)∆mud,a + j∆bh,a ,
E/ρ
q
ω
kτ = p
1 + (1 + j)∆mud,τ + j∆bh,τ .
G/ρ
Here, ka and kτ are the wave numbers associated with the axial and torsional
waves, respectively. The dimensionless parameters ∆ reflect additional dispersion
associated with mud and borehole forces [1], in the absence of which one recovers
the familiar axial and torsional waves on a rod, with (non-dispersive) wave speeds
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given by material properties of the drill string only. Typically ∆  1, resulting
in very under-damped waves with minimal dispersion.
The dynamical state on two ends of a section of drill string (of length L) can
be related through a transfer matrix, e.g., for torsional waves:
#

 "
τ L)
αω (si )
cos(kτ L)
− sin(k
kτ GJ
Sτ,i (ω) ≡
=
Sτ,i−1 (ω).
τω (si )
kτ GJ sin(kτ L) cos(kτ L)
The dynamical state at the bit can then be propagated up the drill string to the
surface by multiplying through the transfer matrices associated with each section
of drill pipe. For variations in the drill string geometry that repeat many times
within a wavelength, such as tool joints on the drill pipe, method of averaging
can be used to account for the associated changes in wave speed [1].
The transfer matrix formalism allows rapid computation of the linear response of the drillstring to a localized harmonic external force or torque, typically
applied at the bit. This is obtained by solving the boundary value problem with
the applied force subject to BCs at the two ends of the drill string. The BCs at
the bit were already discussed. Various BCs can be implemented at the surface,
including constant RPM, constant hookload, constant feed rate, more sophisticated mass-spring-damper systems as discussed in Clayer et al. [6], or even
autodriller and top drive controllers if their dynamical response is known. The
particular choice of surface BC can have a profound influence on the response of
the system.
Finally, the linear response functions can be used in various ways to monitor,
analyze and mitigate various axial and torsional dysfunctions. Some of these
capabilities are illustrated with examples below.

3

Surveillance

For a given frequency, the twist and torque amplitudes at the bit can be straightforwardly related to those at the surface. Torsional excitations at the bit are typically of two types: Broadband noise with a relatively constant amplitude with
frequency, and periodic excitations of higher amplitude that are synchronous
with the rotary speed, pump strokes, or their harmonics. The drill string has
a series of resonant frequencies that cause the largest swings in the bit RPM.
Unless the periodic excitations happen to match the frequency of a higher resonance, the dominant torsional vibration is associated with the lowest-frequency
resonance. This mode is manifested at the surface as torque oscillations at a
specific frequency and a relatively constant RPM, while the bit undergoes large
RPM oscillations with little to no change in bit torque. Once the mode is identified from its associated period, the pre-computed transfer matrix (as a function
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Figure 1: Real-time stick-slip surveillance tool in the field. Top: Blue traces
show the Max/Min RPM at the bit, inferred in real time from top drive torque
using only bit depth, rotary speed and pre-drill computations using the well
profile. For validation, the red trace shows the actual RPM measured at the bit
with a downhole memory tool collecting 50 Hz data. Bottom: One-second top
drive torque (upper trace) and actual torque at bit measured via the memory
tool (lower trace).

of measured depth) can be used to directly relate the peak-to-peak surface torque
to Max and Min RPM at the bit. Figure 1 shows an example from an actual
implementation at the field. The method provides fast, reliable estimates of
stick-slip severity with minimal pre-drill input.

4

Root Cause Analysis

The model can also be used to quantify the destabilizing effect of velocityweakening bit aggressiveness to stick-slip [5]. Figure 2 shows downhole measurements that establish the actual BCs at the bit during stick-slip, which shows
velocity-weakening behavior at constant WOB. When input to the model, it
correctly predicts stick-slip instability within the range of drilling parameters
used.
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Figure 2: Root cause analysis of stick-slip. Field data collected via memory tool
displays velocity-weakening bit aggressiveness, even though WOB remains nearly
constant during the stick-slip cycle. Inset: Linear stability analysis performed
with the model shows that this effect is sufficient to drive instability within the
drilling parameter range that was used (dashed rectangle).

5

Mitigation via Redesign

Once the root cause is established, the model can quickly compare the effectiveness of various design alternatives in order to help make a redesign decision.
Figure 3 shows an example where a change in bit, drill pipe, and top drive controller are considered. This analysis suggests that a properly tuned top drive
controller is most effective at mitigating this stick-slip.

6

Conclusions

The torsional-axial drill string vibration model provides a robust research platform to monitor, analyze, and mitigate most common dysfunctions, while remaining accessible to operations personnel and requiring little in terms of computational resources. The assumption of small vibrational amplitudes inherent
in the linearization procedure does not unduly limit its usefulness, since the goal
is to deeply understand the behavior at the emergence of vibrational dysfunction
where the amplitudes are still relatively small, in order to avoid the fully evolved,
nonlinear, large-amplitude dysfunctions in the first place.
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Figure 3: Post-drill redesign. After matching velocity-weakening bit aggressiveness to observed behavior (A), the model can be used to assess the relative impact
of various redesign choices on the region of stick-slip instability (red). In this
application, a top drive controller with torsional damping tuned to the primary
stick-slip frequency (B) shows the greatest benefit, followed by bit redesign with
depth-of-cut control features (C), and increasing drill pipe OD from 5” to 5 7/8”
(D).
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Introduction

Moineau mud motors [1]-[2], (also known as progressive cavity motors, or plainly
as mud motors) are regularly used in the drilling of oil wells. They were initially used to enable directional drilling. This is done by fixing/controlling the
orientation of the motor housing and the drill string above it from the surface,
so only the bit turns. A bend is added to the housing just below the power
section to force a small angle between the axis of the turning bit and the axis
of the motor. This introduces curvature into the well trajectory. The sliding of
the drillstring while steering typically causes problems due to the axial friction,
such as loss of weight transfer, undesirable sticking, and vibrations. In recent
years RSS systems [3], have resolved most of those issues. More recent drilling
systems incorporate mud motors in conjunction with RSS systems to speed up
the drilling of wells. The mud motor allows a fast RPM at the bit, while the rest
of the drill string above the motor turns at a slower speed [4].
It is well known that mud motors introduce undesired vibrations into the
drilling. This is due to the whirling of the rotor during operation, [2], [5]. When
developing modeling tools to study transient dynamic effects during drilling, it is
important to properly include the vibrations introduced by the mud motor. The
conventional approach [5], has been to approximate the effect as a centrifugal
force on the BHA. We show why this approximation is not consistent with the
physics we are trying to capture. To overcome this limitation we have developed
a new approach based on the Lagrangian dynamics of the two body system.
This effort would not have been started without the continuous support from Geoff Downton, Schlumberger Fellow and Senior Drilling Advisor. We also appreciate Yang Chunxia’s help
in implementing the model.
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2

Approach

We have developed a modeling tool to simulate the transient dynamics of drilling
tools. It uses finite differences in time, and a discretization of the drilling tool as
a chain of short rigid cylindrical bodies connected through virtual springs representing the tool stiffness (axial, torsional, bending and shear stiffness included.)
Details of the modeling technology have been previously reported, [6].
Mud motors require special treatment. This is because the motion of the
inner rotor makes the dynamics more complex. Traditionally the effect of the
whirling rotor has been added as a centrifugal force acting on the collar on the
power section. The magnitude of the force is given by:
Fr = mr ωr2 e,
where mr is the rotor mass, ωr is the rotor whirling rotational speed in geostationary coordinates, and e is the rotor eccentricity. The direction of the force
rotates in accordance with the expected rotor movement inside the collar. That
expression assumes the rotor center moves on a circular trajectory, so it clearly
ignores the lateral movement of the motor housing, which is one of the important
features that the simulation is intended to capture.
We have introduced a dynamic model which properly deals with the coupled
lateral dynamics of the interacting two bodies (rotor and collar). The physical
quantities that go into the model are shown in Figure 1. The rotor’s relative
lateral motion and its relative rotational speed with respect to the collar (i.e.,
the motor housing) are constrained by the characteristic multi-lobe geometry
of the motor cross section. The Lagrangian formulation [7], becomes a natural
way to deal with the lateral dynamics of the constrained two-body system. It
appropriately reduces the degrees of freedom so that the motion constraints are
automatically satisfied, while preserving energy conservation principles where
applicable.
In addition to the power section, a typical mud motor also includes a transmission section, and a bearing section. Along the transmission section the collar
and the inner rotor are not in mechanical contact and thus, we update their state
independently. Along the bearing section, we assume that the rotor and collar
share the same translational motion, as well as any rotation perpendicular to
the tool axis; only the rotations about the tool axis (i.e., the RPM) of collar and
rotor are independent. Those assumptions are used when updating the state of
the tool along the bearing section.
Regarding the motor RPM (that is the RPM difference between rotor and
housing), the traditional approach has been to assume a fixed value for the jump
in the RPM from above to below the motor. In contrast, in this model we have
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Figure 1: Cross section through the power section of a mud motor on the left;
geometric and physical parameters relevant to the lateral motion dynamics on
the right.
incorporated different approximations of the functional relationship between the
motor rotational speed and the reaction torque on the rotor (generally coming
from the bit.) The functional relationships range from a linear torque vs RPM
assumption, to polynomial fitting of experimentally obtained torque and speed
curves, such as shown in Figure 2.

3

Example of simulated results

Two simple examples are presented here to convey the functionality added by
the new mud motor model. The first is a simulation of the bottom ∼370 ft of a
drilling tool in an inclined (10 degrees) well. The tool includes a 220 ft long BHA,
and 150 ft of drill pipe above it. The BHA contains a mud motor. Figure 3(a)
shows a snapshot of the clearance plot (thin curve in the middle is the tool
centerline and the ”blocky” lines above and below represent the radial clearance
between the tool and the wellbore). The bit is at the right end. The motor lies
in between the second and third stabilizers (260–280 ft). Figure 3(b) shows the
time history of the torque recorded at the top of the model (red color) and at the
bit (blue color). The drastic high frequency torque oscillations starting around
1.5 sec, are due to the BHA entering into back-whirling because of the lateral
vibrations introduced by the mud motor, and the proximity of the two stabilizers.
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Figure 2: Typical mudmotor torque and speed curves.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the corresponding behavior when the upper stabilizer
is removed. It is observed that the performance of the tool improves as the upper
portion of the BHA is allowed to move more freely.
The second example illustrates an intriguing mode of operating a mud motor that the modeling software has helped verify. It turns out that the lateral
vibrations introduced by a motor are minimal when the motor is run at an RPM
given by
RP Mmotor = RP Mcollar /n
where n is the number of rotor lobes. This is because the inertial effect of the
whirling rotor is minimal when that speed ratio is satisfied. Figure 4(a)-(c) shows
simulations of a simple 130 ft long BHA with a mud motor just above the bit
(105–125 ft). The number of lobes of the rotor has been set to 4 in this example.
A snapshot of the clearance plot is shown on the top. The middle plots show
results of the BHA operating under typical RPM conditions. The time traces of
the collar RPM (∼90 rpm blue trace) and bit RPM (∼240 rpm red trace) are
shown on the left. The motor speed has been set to 150 RPM. The right plot
shows the movement of the collar centerline at the midpoint of the mud motor
power section. The bottom plots show the resultant behavior when the reference
collar and motor RPMs are set at 160 and 40 respectively. The right plot shows
that after an initial transient (due to the ramp up from resting condition), the
centerline of the collar reaches a state where its lateral motion is minimal.
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Figure 3: Example simulations of a drilling BHA with mud motor during operation in a horizontal well. (a)-(b) show behavior with mud motor stabilized above
and below. (c)-(d) show more stable behavior when upper stabilizer is removed.
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Figure 4: Example simulations of a simple 130 ft long BHA with mud motor
during operation. (a) shows a snapshot of the clearance plot. (b) shows behavior
under typical surface and motor RPM conditions. (c) shows behavior under
special condition leading to minimal lateral vibrations.
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4

Conclusions

We have developed a new computational model to capture the lateral vibration
effects introduced when a mud motor is present in an oil well drilling string. The
model is based on the Lagrangian dynamics of the coupled two body (collar and
rotor) system. We have incorporated the motor model into a finite rigid body
based drillstring dynamics simulation. We have shown examples of simulated
results illustrating the capabilities of the model. The model has also been used
to identify a mode of operating a mud motor that can lead to minimal lateral
vibration effects.
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Introduction

The Shell ”Soft Torque Rotary System” (STRS) is a rotary drive control system
to mitigate torsion vibrations in Oil and Gas drilling. The system was developed
by Shell (with help from industry partners) in the early 90’s and commercialised
by licensing to a number of industry equipment suppliers. The original system
was developed for DC drilling drives using analogue torque feedback. The development of next generation AC drives in the drilling industry has required a
re-look and upgrade of the technology. Currently we have rejuvenated the technology and introduced stringent commissioning criteria to safeguard the quality
of deployment. An overview of these developments will be given, seen from a
Shell perspective. In addition a number of recent case histories will be presented.
It is intended that the audience gets a good overview of how this technology is
being deployed in the Oil and Gas industry.

2

Stick slip and torsion vibrations - a hidden drilling
problem

During the 1980’s Shell research developed a hardwired drill string in order to
be able to acquire high resolution data for down-hole experiments. One of these
experiments was related to the real time behaviour of the drill bit during drilling.
An instrumented drilling sub was placed above the bit with accelerometers and
various other sensors. Data was acquired on (digital) tape and laboriously downloaded and analysed back in the laboratory data centre. Much to the scientist’s
surprise at the time, they discovered that the drill bit was actually non-stationary
for a significant part of the drilling process while almost constant at the surface
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Figure 1: Stick-slip vibrations on the drillstring.
(Fig. 1). This was one of the first experiments giving real proof of the existence
of down-hole stick slip and related torsion vibrations.
This phenomenon was diagnosed as caused by ”Stick-slip” of the bit and/or
the lower part of the drilling assembly. Such a process is introduced by the nonlinear behaviour of the friction/cutting torque at the bit when the (higher) static
torque is different to the dynamic torque. This leads to an increase in negative
damping lowering the momentary speed of the bit, resulting in a ”sticking” action
of the bit, followed by a build up of torque in the drill string, which eventually
cause the bit to ”slip”. This stick slip behaviour is not evident at surface, other
than by way of cyclic torque vibrations, which in those days were generally not
properly resolved by the standard drilling instrumentation used. The resultant
drilling problem lies mainly in the excessive wear and tear on the drilling bit
which cycles thru periods of still stance and acceleration (the highest rotation
speed can be more than five times the nominal surface RPM). In addition the
drilling penetration rate is adversely affected, and unwanted, other modes of
vibration maybe induced. All in all, evidence of unwanted behaviour which was
going on down hole without really being noticed.

3

The Shell Soft Torque Rotary System (STRS)

The Shell drilling research department, now aware of the problem (Dutch: ’meten
is weten’), developed a method to mitigate these torsion vibrations by tuning the
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surface rotary drive to absorb the unwanted torsion vibrations at the drive- drill
pipe interface ([1, 2]). This was a very elegant solution, as it can be implemented
by simply adding a control loop to the (electric) top drive, tuning the drive to the
mechanical properties of the drill pipe assembly (Fig. 2). This system was first
tested with help from Bentec (a Germany drilling rig equipment manufacturer)
and was implemented on many (analogue controlled) rigs (both kelly driven and
top drive driven) in the 1990’s. The method however has limitations. The
tuning has proven to be able to mitigate the first order resonance mode of the
drill string. This is adequate for most oilfield drilling situations, however in the
case of very long thin drill strings; it has been found that higher order modes
appear (with equal magnitude). In addition, the method has a limited operating
envelope. In the lower RPM range, as often found during steerable motor drilling
the system will remain unstable and not able to mitigate the stick-slip process.
(see challenges below)

Figure 2: Basics of soft torque rotary system (STRS).
An example of the effect of STRS can be seen in Figure 3, where a modern
down hole stick slip/vibration measurement tool was included near the bit while
drilling. At depth 2490m, STRS is switched on, with dramatic effect. Notice the
significant reduction in surface torque cycles on trace 1 and most convincingly,
the reduction in stick slip as indicated by the ’delta bit speed’ data from the
down hole tool in track 3. In Figure 4, we see the classic surface effect of switching STRS on: the surface torque cycle amplitude reduces significantly, while the
surface RPM reflects the control signal: as STRS is switched on, the top drive
RPM is controlled to induce a damping behaviour which slowly reduces as the
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torsion vibrations are absorbed and stick slip ceases down hole ([3]). See also a
video explanation on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N49lpicrkR4

Figure 3: Showing more constant bit rotation.

Figure 4: Classic behavior from surface parameters.
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Soft Torque is a similar tool to a driller, as ’traction control’ is to a car driver.
It happens automatically when needed, resulting in a smooth (safe) drive - or in
a driller’s case resulting in a smooth, efficient drilling process.
The technology was patented and commercialised by licensing to a number
of specialised drilling equipment companies, who supplied the technology to rig
owners. The equipment is comprised of a bolt on ’black-box’ feedback controller
and a driller’s input screen. It was extensively tested on various rigs in those
days, mainly the DC electric driven type. A number of papers were written,
demonstrating its value, and during the early 90’s it became a standard drilling
tool across the industry. For example BP quoted Soft Torque as one of the success
factors for being able to carry out their world famous Wytch Farm extended reach
development ([4]). . . . but now the story gets a twist.

4

Why doesn’t it work anymore? Technology rejuvenation with in-built quality controls

In the mean time, there was a new development in the drilling industry towards
using top drives with powerful, compact, digitally controlled AC motors. These
new rig types were also fitted with Soft Torque systems, however the drillers
using the system started noticing that it was no longer working as efficiently as
in the past. In many cases the system was left on (it won’t harm to have it) but
in some cases the system was switched off (drillers’ became suspicious it may
cause unwanted side effects) or even disconnected entirely (in one case sold off
when the top drive was replaced). All in all there was a slow but steady erosion
of Soft Torque’s industry wide reputation.
As a result of this ground roll of discontent, Shell decided to do some investigations as part of a more general campaign to improve drilling efficiency (and
ultimately to lower the cost). An investigation was started into the problem
and in cooperation with one of the Vendors, a mass of data was accumulated
and taken back to the lab to analyse. New insights and mathematical modeling
were developed, enabling the data to be simulated, and it became apparent that
the method of implementing the soft torque feedback loop was not working for
these new AC drives with their digital controllers. The two main problems were
time delays and conflicts with the standard (speed) controller settings. Data was
collected on various rigs, with similar results. It was apparent that the old ’bolt
on’ black-box approach was no longer suitable, and we needed to look for an
improved solution.
Thus we formed an integrated team with industry partners (Noble, CofelyElectroProject and PIAK) and developed an integrated solution, directly in the
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Figure 5: STRS Qa/Qc system check.
(speed) controller of the top drive, eliminating the time delay and the controller
setting conflicts. This was first done in a simulator, and then on a bench test
(with real motors and controllers etc). Finally, we developed a special Quality
Control Commissioning protocol, from which the correct operating of the Soft
Torque system can be graphically displayed, as proof of its working functionality
and thus putting an end to any doubts as to whether the ’black box’ is working.
The prototype system was installed on a Noble rig drilling for Shell in the
North Sea (the Hans Deul), and a Quality Control Commissioning test was performed (Fig. 5), and analysed. The results were overwhelmingly positive. The
new system worked for the AC drive as it did in the past for DC drives, time
delay was no longer an issue, and Soft Torque was clearly demonstrated to be
fully working.
In Figure 6 a comparison is made between the old system (upper plot) and
the new system (lower plot). The blue curve shows large torque fluctuations,
which in the old case continue, even after Soft Torque is switched on. In the
Hans Deul case, we see the torque fluctuations smooth away dramatically.

5

Rejuvenation commercialisation

In addition to the above Shell developments, the National Oilwell Varco (NOV)
company had also developed a similar system (SoftSpeed) in isolation to Shell
([5, 6]). In a unique industry cooperation deal, Shell and NOV have pooled
their intellectual property and are licensing the technology to industry wide
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Figure 6: Comparison between the old and the new systems.
vendors. In addition to the usual license requirements, there are now also quality
control requirements defined including a commissioning protocol and minimum
(time delay) limits. In this manner Shell hopes to ensure proper installation and
safeguard the technology’s reputation.

6

Challenges remaining

STRS is not a silver bullet. As mentioned previously there are limits to the
operating envelope for low RPM and for long thin drill pipe systems, higher order modes appear in similar magnitude after the first order is mitigated. Also,
hydraulic drive motors have challenges due to low band-width controllers and
elasticity in the hydraulic lines etc. In addition the inherent behaviour of the
different motor systems with different types of gearboxes and levels of inertia
gives various problems to deliver a sufficient operating envelope. Shell is continuing to work in-house and with the Vendors to further develop the technology
and solve the above problems. In addition a research agreement with the University of Eindhoven is in place and various studies relating to drill pipe system
mechanics are ongoing.
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7

Conclusions

Shell’s soft torque system has been in the industry for a number of decades. Due
to changing control systems on modern drilling rig motors, the system was no
longer functioning properly. The system has now been upgraded and Qa/Qc
systems put in place to ensure proper functioning. The Shell STRS system is a
’first order’ solution with still limited operating envelope. More work needs to
be done to extend the systems operating envelope and make it suitable for all
drilling circumstances. The main areas of improvement required are: reducing
the RPM operating envelope and finding a way to solve multi mode vibration
behaviour.
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Introduction and Mathematical Modeling

Percussive drilling has nowadays become the reference technology for drilling
hard geological formations and, as such, is ubiquitous in the exploitation of
earth resources. Despite this extensive use, the technological process is not fully
understood and suffers a lack of proper modeling framework. In particular, there
is no explanation to the existence of optimal control configurations that maximize
the penetration rate of the tool for a given rock formation [2].
Depouhon et al. [4] have proposed a simple model for the study of the
process and the identification of optimal control parameters based on the numerical analysis of its steady-state response or limit cycling behavior. They
model the bit dynamics by a 1 degree-of-freedom oscillator impulsively loaded
in the field of gravity and subject to a bilinear bit/rock interaction (BRI) law.
This model, presented in Figure 1-(a), comprises three types of forces: (i) λS a
static
force representing the conjugated effect of gravity and thrust; (ii) δλψ =
P
i∈N δ (τ − iψ − τs ) a periodic impulsive force of constant dimensionless unit
impulsion, period ψ and time shift 0 ≤ τs < ψ, leading to activations at times
τi = iψ + τs , i ∈ N; and (iii) ϕR the reaction force of the rock on the bit that
follows the bilinear model depicted in Figure 1-(b). The non-smooth nature of
the latter leads to the definition of three drilling phases: (i) forward contact
(FC ), the bit motion is downwards while there is contact between the bit and
the rock; (ii) backward contact (BC ), contact is established but the bit is moving
The financial support provided by CSIRO (Australia) and Itasca International Inc. (USA),
in the form of fellowships to the first author, is gratefully acknowledged.
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upwards; and (iii) free flight (FF ), the bit is flying off the hole bottom and the
force exerted by the rock is thus zero.
Between two percussive activations, bit motion is ruled by the dynamics of
one of these regimes. Referring to the dimensionless penetration while drilling
by θ, the governing equation for each regime reads
FC :
BC :
FF :

θ̄¯ + θ = λS ,
θ̄¯ + γθ = λS + (γ − 1) θp ,
θ̄¯ = λ .

(1)

S

In the above equations, the overhead bar denotes differentiation with respect to
the dimensionless time while γ > 1 represents the unloading slope of the BRI
law and θp defines the peak penetration along the drilling cycle; see Figure 1(b). Given the impulsive nature of the loading, the bit velocity jumps at each
activation


θ̄ τi+ = θ̄ τi− + 1,

i ∈ N.

(2)

The transition conditions for the passage of one drilling phase to the other are
given by the locations of the non-smooth points along the drilling cycle and by the
occurrence of activation. While the former category of events is state-dependent,
the latter is time-dependent. They read
γ−1
BC →FF : θ (τ ) =
θp ,
γ


FF →FC : θ (τ ) = θu , BC →FC : θ̄ τi+ · θ̄ τi− < 0,

FC →BC : θ̄ (τ ) = 0,

(3)

where θu corresponds to the penetration at the end of the drilling cycle, when the
bit either enters the FF phase or the FC one upon exiting the BC phase. The
penetration is reset to zero or to the residual penetration θ` = (1 − γ)θp + γθu
at FF →FC and BC →FC transitions respectively.
Variables θ` , θp and θu are of a peculiar type. They are history variables.
They capture the past history of BRI law at the points of non-smoothness along
the drilling cycle: the lower, peak and upper points; see Figure 1-(b). As such,
they do evolve in a stepwise manner, their update taking place at the instant the
system goes through the corresponding point of the interface law.
The handling of history variables in the definition of initial conditions and the
assessment of limit cycles properties requires specific care. This paper addresses
these issues in the framework of the analysis of the system defined by equations
(1)-(3).
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(a)

(c)
FF

FC

(b)

Activation

BC
Event-triggered
State-dependent

Figure 1: Panel (a) shows the dimensionless model proposed in [4] with the BRI
law depicted in panel (b). Panel (c) illustrates the hybrid and sequential nature
of the governing equations.

2

Initial Value Problem

The definition of the initial value problem (IVP) associated with the governing
equations of the model requires the specification of ad hoc initial conditions.
These conditions not only define the state of the system at the initial time, but
also the initial drilling phase, the activation time shift and appropriate history
variables. The history variables cannot be freely chosen. They must be defined
such that reverse-time integration of the system from the initial conditions leads
to the state defined by the history variables at their update location.
As an example, we consider the initialization of the system in the BC phase.
Complete definition of the initial conditions is equivalent to specifying vector
[θ0 θ̄0 θP τS ]T in addition to the drilling phase. The BC phase necessarily
originates from a FC →BC transition point, [θp 0]T . Accordingly, the peak
penetration must be initialized as a function of the initial state. Assuming that
no activation takes place between the transition and initial points—this entails
choosing τs sufficiently large—we impose the initial conditions to belong to an
arch of trajectory emanating from the associated peak penetration. Solving the
equation of motion, we find

√
(θ0 −λS )2 −(γ−2)θ̄02
  (γ−1)θ0 −λS − γ−2
, γ 6= 2
θp θ0 , θ̄0 =
.
(4)
2
θ̄
θ0 −
0
,
γ=2
2(λS −θ0 )
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This expression constrains the choice of the initial state, the argument of the
square root having to be positive for valid conditions. In fact, a stronger constraint, defined by the BC →FF transition locus, can be found.
Figure 2 illustrates the dependency of the peak penetration on the initial
state as well as the constraints on the choice of this state. Three initial points
(A,B,C) are considered. Forward- and reverse-time integrated trajectories are
shown. Similar developments can be done when choosing the initial drilling
phase to be FC or FF.
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Figure 2: Dependence of the history Figure 3: Average steady-state rate of
penetration and number of drilling cyvariables on the initial conditions.
cles as a function of the vertical thrust,
(ψ, γ) = (10, 10). Blue (red) markers
denote stable (unstable) solutions.
The hybrid nature of the system and the presence of history variables complicates the definition of the associated IVP. These complexities can nonetheless be
circumvented by a specific choice of initial conditions: the FC→BC transition,
i.e. [θ0 θ̄0 ]T = [θp 0]T . In addition to simplifying their definition, the transition
point offers the advantage that it belongs to all drilling cycles and that the trajectory is smooth in its neighborhood, facts that matter for the computation of
limit cycles.

3

Computation of Limit Cycles

The computation of the average steady-state penetration rate requires the knowledge of the system steady-state response. This response, if not aperiodic, can be
computed by solving the boundary value problem (BVP) defined by enforcing
periodicity conditions on the system state Γ = [θ θ̄]T after one period of the
limit cycle
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Γ(T ) = [θp 0]T = Γ(0),

(5)

with T = nψ, the governing equations being non-autonomous. The integer factor
n is the harmonic ratio.
Several techniques exist for numerically solving equation (5), see [6]. Given
the hybrid nature of the system, application of the single shooting method seems
most appropriate. This procedure transforms the BVP problem into an equivalent nonlinear algebraic one: find the initial conditions [θp τs ]T that ensure
verification of the periodicity condition after integration of the associated IVP
over one period. Thus, two ingredients are required to compute the steadystate response: (i) a procedure to integrate the governing equations and (ii) a
procedure to solve a nonlinear algebraic system of equations.
Time integration of the governing equations is performed using an eventdriven scheme [1]. Closed-form solutions of the governing equations are used for
the parametrization of the trajectory and event-detection. To solve the nonlinear
system of equations resulting from the problem formulation, we have recourse to
an iterative Newton-based algorithm. As this procedure requires an initial guess
close enough to the solution to ensure its convergence, it has been embedded in
an adaptive continuation procedure based on an arclength parametrization [6].
The latter allows continuation of solution branches in the space of the model
parameters, enabling the computation of the average steady-state rate of penetration for range of parameters
1
hROPi =
nψ

Z

nψ

θ̄(s)ds.

(6)

0

Figure 3 shows typical results obtained from the computation of the steadystate response via the continuation procedure. On the upper graph, the average
rate of penetration is plotted versus the vertical force on the tool. The bottom
plot depicts the average number of drilling cycles; that is, the ratio between
the number of drilling cycles m and the harmonic ratio n, where m is defined
as the number of FC →BC transitions in the periodic drilling phase sequence
characterizing the limit cycle. The marker color is representative of the stability
of the computed limit cycles. Blue markers denote locally stable solutions while
red ones represent unstable limit cycles.

4

Computation of Floquet Multipliers

The local asymptotic stability of periodic orbits can be assessed by evaluation
of the Floquet multipliers associated with the trajectory, i.e. the eigenvalues of
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the monodromy matrix that characterizes the growth of perturbations along the
periodic orbit after one period
Mnψ =

∂Γnψ
.
∂Γ0

(7)

Multipliers lying within the unit circle correspond to stable solutions while those
outside the reference circle are related to unstable orbits. The linear analysis is
inconclusive in case several multipliers lie on the circle itself [6].
For smooth systems, the monodromy matrix is continuously defined and can
be obtained by integration of the variational equation associated with the nonlinear system under study [6]. This is no longer the case when non-smooth systems
are considered. The fundamental solution matrix associated with the variational
problem may exhibit discontinuities at the points of non-smoothness along the
periodic orbit. A measure of these jumps is the so-called saltation matrix, that
is defined across the non-smooth event along the limit cycle [5].
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Figure 4: Jump of the state discrep- Figure 5: Reference limit cycle and
ancy between nearby trajectories on a perturbed trajectories for the numeritransition border with reset map.
cal computation of the monodromy matrix, (λS , ψ, γ) = (0.12, 10, 10).
In the next paragraphs, we derive the expression of the saltation matrix
for a non-smooth event that depends on the time, the state and the history
variables. Also, a reset map, ruling state discontinuities at the non-smooth event,
is considered. Figure 4 serves as support for the definition of the introduced
quantities.
Let x(t) ∈ Rn denote the reference trajectory of a system in the state-space
and x̃(t) be a nearby trajectory. Let also define the non-smooth event by the
scalar function h(t, x(t), y(x(t))) = 0, where y(x(t)) ∈ Rm refers to the vector of
history variables. The vector fields of the system prior to and after the transition
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±
are referenced as f∗± = f ± (t∗ , x(t±
∗ ), y(x(t∗ ))), and the reset map on the transition border is given by R(x(t∗ )) or R(x̃(t̃∗ )). Restricting our analysis to the
linearized dynamics only, all the presented developments must be understood as
exact in a first-order sense.
The state discrepancies, or perturbations, before and after transition are
defined as
−
δx− = x̃(t−
∗ ) − x(t∗ )

+
δx+ = x̃(t̃+
∗ ) − x(t̃∗ ),

and

(8)

−
with t̃∗ = t∗ + δt. Accounting for the reset map relations x̃(t̃+
∗ ) = R(x̃(t̃∗ )) and
+
−
−
−
−
x(t∗ ) = R(x(t∗ )) and that, to first order, we have x̃(t̃∗ ) = x(t∗ ) + δx + f∗− δt
+
+
+
and x̃(t̃+
∗ ) = x(t∗ ) + f∗ δt + δx , the first-order expansion around the reference
transition point reads

δx+ =

∂R
∂x


δx− + f∗− δt − f∗+ δt.

(9)

x(t∗ )

−
−
−
Expanding h(t̃∗ , x̃(t̃−
∗ ), y(x̃(t̃∗ ))) = 0 around (t∗ , x(t∗ ), y(x(t∗ ))), we get δt as
−
a function of the pre-transition perturbation δx


δt = −
∂h
∂t

+

∂h
∂x



+

∂h
∂x

∂h ∂y
∂y ∂x

+

T

∂h ∂y
∂y ∂x

T

δx− ,

(10)

f−

where all expressions are evaluated at the reference point. Inserting this result into the expression of the post-transition state discrepancy, we obtain the
saltation matrix S that quantifies the jump of linear perturbations across the
non-smooth event


T 

∂R
∂h
∂h ∂y
+
−
f∗ − ∂x x(t∗ ) f∗
∂x + ∂y ∂x
 −
 ∂R
+
δx+ = 
(11)
δx .

T
∂x x(t∗ )
∂h
∂h
∂h ∂y
−
f
∂t + ∂x + ∂y ∂x
|
{z
}
S

State-dependency of the history variables should thus be accounted for in the
calculation of the saltation matrix.
Application of this result to the limit cycle shown in Figure 5 permits the
validation of the numerical computation of the monodromy matrix. For this
limit cycle, characterized by the periodic sequence (BC → FF → FC → ∆θ̄i →
FC) , the matrix can be calculated both numerically and analytically. While the
numerical approach relies on application of definition (7) by approximating the
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partial derivatives with finite differences using nearby orbits to the limit cycle,
see Figure 5, the analytical one consists in decomposing the flow in smooth
sections along the limit cycle and introducing the appropriate saltation matrices
at non-smooth events

Mnψ = SFC→BC · ΦFC (τFC,2 ) · S∆θ̄i · ΦFC (τFC,1 ) · · ·
· · · · SFF→FC · ΦFF (τF F ) · SBC→FF · ΦBC (τBC ) ,

(12)

where ΦXX (τXX ) refers to the fundamental solution matrix of drilling phase XX
that can be analytically calculated and shown to depend on the phase duration
τXX only, and SYY is the saltation matrix corresponding to non-smooth event
YY.
Application of the validation procedure on different periodic sequences has
provided the necessary confidence in the numerical computation procedure—that
proves more versatile as it is applicable to any sequence of phases, regardless of
it—to assess the periodic solutions computed via the shooting procedure. These
computations have yielded the stability results shown in Figure 3.

5

Conclusions

This paper develops some specificities of the percussive drilling model proposed
by Depouhon et al. [4]. In particular, it addresses the issues relative to the
presence of history variables in the formulation of initial conditions and for the
calculation of the saltation matrix at non-smooth events that depend on these
history variables.
The main results evidence the constrained nature of the history variables
when defining the initial value problem associated with the governing equations
of the model as well as the dependence of the saltation matrix on the gradient
of the history variables evaluated at the transition point. The former result
is of critical importance for correct simulation of the system behavior and the
assessment of its periodic steady-state response. The latter is an extension of
the theory proposed in [3, 5].
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1

Introduction

Impacting systems that can move during their operation have many practical
applications in science and engineering, and there are different theoretical models describing their motion. A general issue arising for this kind of system when
applied to drilling is how to obtain optimum control parameters for high penetration rate with different types of rock. Pavlovskaia et al. [1] theoretically
showed how to model and calculate penetration rates by using a drifting oscillator. Wiercigroch et al. [2] proved experimentally for ultrasonic percussive
drilling that the material removal rate is a function of static load and has local and global maxima. Cavanough et al. [3] revealed the relationship between
static load, rotational torque, and penetration rate also in a percussive drilling
experiment. All these studies have demonstrated the existence of the optimal set
of parameters and a need for a self-optimizing control system capable of choosing
its static load to obtain optimal regime drilling conditions.

2

Section

The dynamical system under consideration is a two degrees-of-freedom drifting
oscillator shown in Fig. 1, where a mass m is driven by an external force containing a harmonic component Pd cos(Ωt + φ), and a static component, Ps . A
gap G is the distance between the mass and the weightless slider top plate which
is connected to a slider bottom plate by a linear spring with stiffness k, and a
viscous damper with damping coefficient c. Xm , Xt , Xb represent the absolute
displacements of the mass, slider top, and slider bottom, respectively.
The system may operate in three phases: no contact, contact without progression, and contact with progression. For the case when the mass and the slider
has no contact, Xm − Xt < G, the dynamics of the system is described as
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P=Pd cos(Wt+f)+Ps

m
Xm
c

k

Xt
Xb

Pf

Figure 1: Physical model of drifting oscillator (adopted from [1]).

mẌm = Ps + Pd cos(Ωt + φ),
c(Ẋt − Ẋb ) + k(Xt − Xb ) = 0,

(1)

Ẋb = 0.
When the mass and the slider are in contact but without progression, Xm −
Xt ≥ G, the dynamics of the system is described as
mẌm + c(Ẋt − Ẋb ) + k(Xt − Xb ) = Ps + Pd cos(Ωt + φ),

(2)

Ẋb = 0.
When the mass and the slider are in contact, Xm − Xt ≥ G, the progressive motion of the mass occurs when the force acting on the slider exceeds the
threshold of the dry friction force Pf . The dynamics of the system is described
as
mẌm = −Pf + Ps + Pd cos(Ωt + φ),

(3)

c(Ẋt − Ẋb ) + k(Xt − Xb ) = Pf .
The purpose of the investigated system is to overcome the dry friction and
moves downwards. A time history of displacement of the system is shown in
Fig. 2 (a), which solid black line represents the displacement of the mass and
dash red line represents the displacement of the slider bottom. It is seen that
the system is in period-1 response which the mass has one impact with the slider
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420

m

Mass velocity, dX /dt (m/s)

(b)

m

Displacements, X , X

b

(a)

(m)

top per period of forcing, and the slider bottom makes progression once the force
acting on the slider bottom exceeds the threshold of the dry friction force. The
period-1 motion of the system also can be observed from the phase portrait in
Fig. 2 (b), where solid red line represents the impact surface. By calculating
the progressions based on different stiffness of the spring as shown in Fig. 3, it
reveals that the optimum static force for the maximum penetration is different.
It is therefore that identification of rock type is crucial to a percussive drilling
process.
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Figure 2: (a) Time histories of displacements of the mass, Xm (solid black line)
and slider bottom, Xb (dash red line) and (b) the phase portrait (solid black
line) with impact surface (solid red line) in one period of forcing calculated for
m = 1 kg, Pf = 1 N, Pd = 0.3 N, Ps = 0.16 N, k = 1 N/m, c = 0.1 Ns/m,
Ω = 0.1 Hz, G = 0.02 m, and φ = π/2.
Here, we propose a method for stiffness identification by constructing a phase
portrait using the mass acceleration and the relative displacement between the
mass and the slider bottom. A time history of displacements of the system is
shown in Fig. 4, where Fig. 4 (a) presents the displacements of the mass, slider
top, and slider bottom, and Fig. 4 (b) presents the acceleration of the mass.
The numerical simulation was calculated by applying the dynamic force only
(Pd = 0.1 N and Ps = 0 N ). So, only impact action occurs at this stage. Three
critical points, Sb , Sm , and Se are marked in Fig. 4 which indicate the begin
point of the impact, the maximum relative displacement of the mass, and the
end point of the impact, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the mass contacts
the slider top from Sb , and its acceleration starts to decrease due to the elastic
force from the slider top. When the relative displacement between the mass and
the slider top reaches the maximum at Sm , the mass also has the maximum
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Figure 3: Progressions calculated for m = 1 kg, Pf = 1 N, Pd = 0.3 N, k = 0.1
N/m (green square), k = 0.5 N/m (blue circle), k = 3.0 N/m (red triangle),
c = 0.1 Ns/m, Ω = 0.1 Hz, G = 0.02 m, and φ = π/2.

deceleration. Then the mass moves away from the slider bottom, and separates
with the slider top at Se . However, it is difficult to estimate the stiffness of the
linear spring of the drifting oscillator from the time histories. Fig. 5 (a) shows
the phase portrait constructed by using the relative displacement between the
mass and the slider bottom and the mass acceleration shown in Fig. 4. As can be
seen from Fig. 5 (a), the location of Sm in the phase plane indicates the stiffness
of the rock, since the harder of the rock, the less of the relative displacement. The
phase trajectories calculated by using different stiffness coefficients are shown in
Fig. 5 (b). From Fig. 5 (b), it is seen that the trajectory with stiffness coefficient
k = 0.5 shows the largest relative displacement, while the trajectory with stiffness
coefficient k = 3 shows the least relative displacement. By comparing these three
trajectories, we can easily conclude that the slope of the trajectory indicates the
stiffness of the rock. So, based on our observation, we can use the slopes of the
three trajectories as guidelines to divide three regions as hard, medium and soft.
For each region, it corresponds to a type of rock. Once the rock type is identified,
the optimum control parameters can be selected by the system.
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Figure 4: (a) Time histories of displacements of the mass, Xm (solid black line),
slider top, Xt (dot red line) and slider bottom, Xb (dash blue line) and (b) Time
history of acceleration of the mass calculated for m = 1 kg, Pf = 1 N, Pd = 0.1
N, Ps = 0 N, k = 1 N/m, c = 0.1 Ns/m, Ω = 0.1 Hz, G = 0.02 m, and φ = π/2.

3

Conclusions

The drifting oscillator has been used to mimic the impact action between the
drill-bit and the rock during a percussive drilling process. The main issue of the
percussive drilling is to optimize the control parameters under different types of
rock in order to obtain an optimum rate of penetration. This paper has shown the
difficulty for identifying the stiffness of the rock by observing the time histories
of the drill-bit and the rock, and the phase portrait by using the acceleration of
the mass and the relative displacement of the mass and the slider bottom was
constructed for solving this problem. It is known that the slope of the phase
trajectory indicates the stiffness of the rock, and the hardness of the rock can be
classified by the schematic regions divided by the phase trajectories. Based on the
rock type identified by this method, the control system is able to automatically
adjust the optimum control parameters during a percussive drilling process.
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Figure 5: (a) Phase trajectory constructed using the relative displacement,
Xm − Xb and the mass acceleration, Ẍm and (b) schematic regions for stiffness identification calculated for m = 1 kg, Pf = 1 N, Pd = 0.1 N, Ps = 0 N,
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is shown by red line.
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Introduction

Accurate calculation of the position of the contacts between the drillstring and
the borehole as well as the determination of the extent of these contacts is the
true challenge of a torque-and-drag analysis. Such calculations are required to
estimate the loss of torque from the rig to the bit under some assumed friction
models, but also to assess the axial force on the bit (the “weight on bit”) given the
known axial force at the rig (the “hook load”). Indeed, the weight on bit directly
influences the rate of penetration, but also the drilling tendency of bottomhole-assemblies equipped with rotary steerable systems [3, 6]. The accurate and
efficient structural analysis of such a slender body, which is constrained to deform
inside a borehole, is thus of paramount importance for the modeling of drilling
operations.
In the late 1990’s, the state-of-the-art in torque-and-drag modeling has shifted
from the “soft string model,” based on the assumption that the drillstring coincides with the borehole axis [4], to advanced numerical methods with built-in
management of the contacts. Standard finite element techniques have been applied to the torque-and-drag problem, but they require a fine mesh to properly
capture the response of the system in the vicinity of contacts [5]. Furthermore,
the slenderness of the drillpipe, combined with the limited clearance between the
drillstring and the borehole wall are two of the reasons that make the application
of such standard techniques rather inefficient [2].
As an alternative, we have developed an approach that segments the drillstring between contacts and treats the series of unconstrained (or classical) elastica problems between successive contacts as a sequence of simpler auxiliary
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problems [1]. The reconnection of the a priori unknown number of segments
is then performed in order to ensure consistency of the internal forces at the
contacts. The kinematic non-penetration condition is imposed as an essential
condition; conversely no spurious contact force is applied to the drillstring as
long as it strictly remains between the walls of the borehole. Besides this formal
treatment of contacts, the approach builds on a series of concepts that make the
formulation well-conditioned and its implementation rather efficient. First, it is
formulated within the Eulerian reference frame associated to the borehole, rather
than the Lagrangian reference frame related to the drillstring, thus freeing the
formulation of the integral constraints arising from the a priori unknown length
of drillpipe between two contacts. Second, in order to determine efficiently the
apparition of new contacts between the drillstring and the borehole, the position of the drillstring inside the curved borehole is parametrized by means of its
transverse position relative to the borehole axis.
In its original version, the methodology was presented on the basis of an
analytical description of the borehole geometry. Aiming at a wider application
and as an intermediate step towards a 3-D model, we introduce in this paper
a formulation based on a discrete description of the borehole, for a uniform
drillstring and well (in diameter) and a planar trajectory. The main scope of this
work aims at calculating successive equilibrium configurations of the drillstring
inside a preexisting borehole. Although the context of a propagating borehole is
not considered here, these calculations would be an integral part of a directional
drilling analysis algorithm.

2

Borehole and Drillstring Description

The geometry of the borehole axis can alternatively be described by Θ (S),
the inclination of the axis as a function of the curvilinear coordinate S; or by
(X (S) , Y (S)) the cartesian coordinates of the point parametrized by S, see Fig.
1-a. The two representations are related by
X 0 = cos Θ;

Y 0 = sin Θ.

(1)

The walls of the borehole are further described by an offset A (S) on each side of
this axis. The drillstring is parametrized by (X − ∆ sin Θ, Y + ∆ cos Θ), where
∆ (S)∈ [−A; A] represents the distance between the drillstring and the borehole
axes.
In contrast to previous works [1], where only simple analytical forms of Θ(S)
were assumed, we deal here with a conduit of arbitrary geometry. Namely, the
borehole is described by a set of triplets (Sk , Ak , Θk ) representing the profile of
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Figure 1: (a) Borehole geometry - (b) Description of borehole with piecewisecontinuous inclination - (c) Description of borehole with continuous inclination.
the inclination along the borehole at discrete coordinates Sk . It is necessary,
however, to define the geometry of the borehole between these points. Several
families of interpolation are available: (i) a piecewise continuous interpolation
characterized by kinks at each Sk is not compatible with the signed-distance
model, as the existence and uniqueness of the solution is violated, see Fig. 1b; (ii) a linear interpolation as illustrated in Fig. 1-c is possible; however (iii) a
Hermite interpolation with continuity in the borehole inclination Θ and curvature
Θ0 at each Sk is preferable and is used in the following developments. The
main motivation for using the Hermite interpolation is that continuous contacts
cannot spread beyond discontinuities in the curvature. This choice makes thus
the number of continuous contacts insensitive to the discretization of the borehole
geometry.

3

Segmentation Procedure and Auxiliary Problem

The algorithm presented in [1] is built on three nested loops. The outermost one
is related to the determination of the actual contact pattern, i.e. the sequence
of contacts including their number and their types. This loop segments the full
problem into a series of auxiliary ones. In the middle loop, the exact location of
the discrete contact(s) and the extent of continuous contact(s) -in other words,
the bounds of each segment associated to an auxiliary problem- are determined
by means of an appropriate nonlinear solver, while the auxiliary problems are
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solved sequentially in the innermost loop.
Consideration of an arbitrary conduit does not prevent the application of
the same algorithm, although changes have to be implemented to make it more
general. In particular, the solver related to the outermost loop has to act automatically as a decision algorithm. The change from a contact type to another,
the apparition or disappearing of contacts, the split of continuous contacts, and
other events have to be properly managed.
Besides, because the description of the borehole inclination is rather general
(there could even be several intervals defining the borehole for a single auxiliary
problem), an appropriate numerical solver has to be implemented. Instead of the
shooting method used in the original contribution [2], a Bubnov-Galerkin method
has been implemented here. It is particularly efficient in solving the fourth order
nonlinear differential equation in ∆ (S) corresponding to the auxiliary problem.

4

Illustration

As an illustration of the capability of the algorithm, we consider the insertion of
a slender drillpipe into a borehole, with a nominal clearance of 0.05 m. Snapshots
of the continuous contacts as well as the pressure against the walls are represented
in Fig. 2 for two different inserted lengths of drillpipe (L = 316 m and L = 776
m). The profile of ∆ (S) illustrates how the contact between the drillstring and
borehole alternates from one side to the other, as a result of the macro-tortuosity
of the borehole.
A vertical hook load, equal to the total weight of pipes inserted into the
borehole, is applied. For short lengths of inserted pipe, the axial force is linearly
decreasing from the total weight to zero. For longer lengths, the axial force profile
curls, as a fraction of the total weight is balanced by the reaction forces along
the contacts. The bending moment reflects the wall curvature in the contact
zones; this is represented by the red solid lines in the bending moment diagram.
Between these continuous contacts, the bending moment corresponds to that of a
free elastica (a mix between a cable and a beam) with imposed end inclinations.
The shear profile exhibits jumps corresponding to the discrete reactions that are
known to take place at the ends of continuous contacts.
An interesting outcome of such an analysis is naturally the position and
extents of the contacts along the drillpipe. They are represented in Fig. 3 as
a function of the length of inserted drillpipe. In particular, Fig. 3 reveals the
existence of two contact zones for an inserted length L = 316, and four contact
zones for L = 776 m (these two cases are tagged with dotted lines). This form
of representation of the contacts further shows that the extending and sliding
contacts zones (resulting from the increase of axial force) mark the boundaries
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Figure 2: Insertion of a drillpipe into a borehole at two stages (inserted length
L = 316 m and L = 776 m). Variation of the distance ∆ between the borehole
and drillstring axis, axial force, shear force, and bending moment with curvilinear
coordinate S.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the contacts with the inserted length of the drillstring.
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of the sub-domains where the problem has to be solved. The width of these subdomains remains roughly identical throughout the whole contact pattern map. It
depends actually on the clearance in the hole and on the weight of the drillpipe.

5

Conclusions

The approach to solve constrained elastica problems originally proposed by [1]
has been extended to model a drillstring inside a borehole, which is here described
by a curve characterized by a piecewise continuous curvature. Furthermore, an
advanced numerical technique for the solution of the auxiliary problem has been
implemented. This technique provides robust results, even when the domain of
the auxiliary problem spans several segments defining the borehole.
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